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Abstract

The goal of the thesis is to develop a novel technique to ~nhance the starting torque

and starting performance of a three phase squirrel cage induction motor by changing

the material composition of the end connections of the rotor. Magnetic materials

show significant skin effect properties at power frequency. This property has been

exploited in this research work to change the resistance of the end connections of the

rotor to enhance the starting perfonnanee of the squirrel cage induction motor.

Commercially available iron strips having relative pem1eability of the order of 5000-

6000 have been introduced in the rotor end connections for the purpose. At start, the

rotor induced current has a frequency of 50 Hz which shows skin effect large enough

to increase the rotor resistance. As the starting torque of the motor is a function of

rotor resistance, the starting torque increases appreciably together with the decrease

in the starting current. As the motor acquires its rated speed, the frequency of the

rotor current decreases, diminishing the skin effect and thereby reducing overall

resistance of the rotor. Thus the overall performance of the motor remains virtually

unaffected.

At first, experimentally determined motor parameters were used in MATLAB and

the performance of the motor was evaluated to ascertain the impact of skin effect on

the modified rotor end connections. The simulation results show appreciable

enhancement in the starting perfom1ance of the motor. Using the simulation

software, the optimum size of the magnetic materials placed at the end connections

has been determined to achieve high starting torque without affecting the overall

running performance of the motor. The dimension thus obtained is used to modify

the end connection of the rotor for experimental'verification of the simulated results.

The experimental results are in good agreement with the simulated ones. It is worth

mentioning that, the starting current is also reduced significantly, as expected.

For further validation of the experimental results analytical study has also been

carried out with the help of software packagc SLIM.
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Further, single phase motor was studied to observe its performance with

ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor. It was found that the running perfoTI11anceof the

I-phase motor improved significantly.

Another point worth mentioning here is the significant improvement of current wave

shape and reduction of harmonics for both 3-phase and I-phase motors with the

introduction of ferromagnetic materials in end rings of rotor.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Historical developement ofInduction Motor

Michael Faraday in 1831 discovered electromagnetic induction which was

extensively used to model the performance of electric motors and generators. Later

series of work were done by different scientists to develop commercial version of

electric motors. In 1887, Nicolas Tesla introduced alternating current motors.

Electric motors are classified as dc and ac motors according to the type of supply

used. Earlier types of motor were basically dc motors as dc supply was first

commercially used in transmission and distribution netw:>rks. DC motors are again

subdivided into i) Series motor ii) Shunt motor and iii) Compound motor. Series

motors have high starting torques (Taoola2) while shunt motors have constant torque-

speed characteristics. Compound motors integrate the advantages of high starting

torque of series motor and constant torque characteristic of shunt motors. Howevcr,

disadvantages of dc motors are: i)extremely low armature resistance, which requires

starter to limit high starting current ii) sudden decrease of flux tends to raise the

speed to an abnormally high value and causes unacceptably high inrush of current iii)

DC motors have relatively complex construction and are expensive and also require

frequent maintenance.

AC motors are mainly divided into two groups: i) Synchronous motors ii) Induction

motors. Synchronous motors are not self starting and neej to be started by auxiliary

means. Besides, a dc source or sets of pernlanent magnets are required for the field

circuit of synchronous motor. These motors are expensive and may need dual supply

for operation. Induction motors are single source motors, simple to construct, rugged

and inexpensive. Induction motors are classified as i) Squirrel Cage and ii) Wound

rotor motors. In squirrel cage motors, solid aluminum bars are placed at the slots of

the iron core of the rotor. Ends of these bars are short circuited at both sides by
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shorting rings. Due to simple construction, ruggedness, low cost and easy operation,

induction motors (specially squirrel cage induction motors) have become the most

popular motors among all types of ac and dc motors. Disadvantages of squirrel cage

motors are its low starting torque, high starting current and limitation of operation

within a certain region called stable region. To improve starting perfOlmance, wound

rotor induction motors are used where windings are placed in the rotor slots and their

connections are brought outside so that additional resistance can be connected to

improve starting performance. These motors are more expensive due to their

relatively complicated construction.

Another commonly used induction motors are single phase induction motors which

have the same typc of rotors to that of squirrel cage rotors. Stator houses two sets of

windings namely main and auxiliary windings placed at 90° apart. Such single phase

motors are not self starting. So starting is achieved with the help of auxiliary winding
in series with a capacitor.

As already mentioned, squirrel cage induction motors have the limitations of low

starting torque and high starting current. Researchers have been trying to improve the

starting performance of induction motors by various methods. Hadfield and his

colleagues [1] were the first to demonstrate in 1900 that addition of small amount of

silicon or aluminum to iron would reduce the iron loss by a factor of 4. Modern

commercial electrical steel can be grouped under non-oriented, grain oriented and

rapidly quenched alloy types of which first two dominate the applications in machine

research. Silicon control is critical to the performance of electrical steel because it

lllcreases the resistivity, reduces the anisotropy and magneto-restriction but

decreases the saturation and permeability. This makes the material more brittle. The

continuing development of high permeability silicon steel, metallic glass, ferrites,

aluminum ceramics, permanent magnetic materials like Neomax(Nd-Fe-B) and rare

cobalts have been influencing the construction and design of machines.

J"
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1.2 Literature Review

Various conventional methods are adopted to improve starting performance of

squirrel cage induction motors. High starting current and low starting torque are the

two major factors that need to be improved for such type of motors. In conventional

method, low starting current is achieved by starters. In this method, less voltage is

applied during starting and then full voltage is gradually applied once the motor

attains speed. As the starting torque is directly proportional to the square of the

applied voltage, starting torque is significantly reduced in this case.

As the squirrel cage motors are inexpensive and easy to manufacture, substantial

research work is being done to improve its overall perfOlmance.

Deep bar rotors [2], [3] are employed to enhance the starting torque with a decrease

in starting current. This requires a complicated molding and casting process for the

rotor which increases the manufacturing cost.

Research on the development of perfonnance of Squirrel cage induction motors got

further impetus due to availability of i) Solid state devices ii) Cheap micro-processor

based systems iii) Artificial Intelligence(AI) tools and iv) CAD/CAM tools.

Semiconductors and solid state switches like Thyristers, GTO's, MOSFETs, IGBTs

etc. These devices have opened new dimensions for electrical switching and control

of motors.

Better starting performance may be achieved by changing the stator voltage. The

stator voltage may be changed by i) Ac voltage controller ii) Voltage fed vmiable dc

link inverters and iii) PWM inverters [4].

Volts/Hertz [5] method is a popular technique to improve starting performance of a

simple squirrel cage induction motor. In order to keep the air-gap flux constant,

voltage to frequency (V/f) ratio should be kept constant. However, such a method

needs complicated solid state switching devices and digitally controlled circuits.

Switching circuits generate lot of harmonics which eventually heats up the rotor

core. At low frequency, the air-gap flux is reduced due to drop in the stator

impedance [6] and thc voltage has to be increased to maintain the desired torque

level.
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Enhanced starting performance may be achieved in other ways [7] by changing the

stator voltage. These are: i) scalar control ii) vector control and iii) adaptive control

etc. This control system is generally characterized by two control loops: outer loop

and inner loop. The outer loop controls the inner loop. The above three controls are

suitable for improving steady state performance of the motor but the dynamic

performance remains poor. For improvement of dynamic performance as well as

steady state performance, Field oriented control (FOe) [8] has been adopted which

decouples two components of stator current: one providing the air-gap flux and the

other producing the torque.

Due to haImonic generation by solid state switching devices, attempts are being

made to develop the properties of the materials used for the motor to enhance their

performance.

The effect of rotor skew, rotor end rings and the distribution of electromagnetic field

towards the axial direction affect the overall perfomlance of induction motor. This

was studied in [9] and it was shown that rotor bar currents and the rotor axial force

developed greatly depend on rotor skew and size of end ring. The relationship

between rotor bar current and rotor end ring current in cases of motors was studied

without rotor skew and with rotor skew. It has been found that harmonics of rotor bar

current and rotor end ring current become sufficiently small in case of rotor with

large skew. Also there was slight increase of rotor torque with the increase of rotor

skew. In [10], study was made to forecast the effect of end nng shape on the

performance of squirrel cage induction motor. An algorithm was developed to

determine the best size of end ring to meet user's specifications. Rotor resistance

change can be predicted by change of end ring shape.

End ring inductance [II] has a significant influence on locked rotor current. The ring

inductance can be splitted into leakage component and the component that couples

between the end ring and the end winding. Simulation results show that by varying

this coupled inductance i.e. by changing the size of the end ring, the locked rotor

current may be contained within some acceptable limit.

Double cage rotors are used for high starting torque. The action of double cage rotor

relies largely on the difference between the inductance of inner and outer cages

which is emphasized by lengthening or reducing the width of that part of the slot that
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lies between them. This produces low reluctance path for the flux driven by inner

cage current. Rotor equivalent circuit parameters can be changed by changing the

width of the slot [12].

In [13], theoretical, numerical and experimental studies have been carried out to

develop a solid rotor design for high speed application such as drive for diesel engine

turbo-charger. For high speed application, the mechanical strength of solid rotor is

recognized as significant benefit and makes it possible to construct motors having

higher ratings than that of squirrel cage design.

Due to high frequency current during starting, rotor cunent distribution becomes

highly uneven and causes thermal stress between upper and lower portions of the

rotor bar. In [14] with visual aided finite element method electromagnetic field and

the thermal stress during starting has been analyzed.

The concept of introducing paramagnetic rotor bars to improve starting perfomlance.

has been highlighted in [IS]. In this paper new paramagnetic rotor material was

made by mixing small fraction of iron with aluminum and the mixed material was

casted in rotor slot to make new paramagnetic rotor.

Theoretical study was made in [16] to predict motor perfomlance. For design and

analysis, the equivalent circuit was obtained by splitting the rotor bar into equal units

such that current density was uniform along the depth of each unit. The bar was

splitted into unequal depths having greater number of smaller sections at the top of

the bar and fewer larger sections at the bottom.

Dependence of the rotor resistance on the shape and size of end ring has been

analyzed by 2-D and 3-D finite element method in reference [17]. End leakage flux

and size of end rings have been considered for such analysis. The resistance of the

bar was found to have influenced by shape of. the end ring. Simulation results show

that for a particular model, end leakage inductance is 14% of primary leakage

inductance. Increase of axial length of rotor conductor has been proposed in [18]

resulting increase of efficiency.

High conductivity materials have been proposed as cage materials to improve the

motor performance. In [19] test results were obtained for similar motors having

aluminum and copper as cage materials. Experimental results show an improvement

of efficiency of maximum 3% for motors ranging from lkW-3kW with copper as
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the cage materia!. For bigger size motors, improvement has been in the range of

1.2-1.6%. In [20], two bars of copper rotors have been suggested namely starting

bar and the running bar. Rotor resistance increased during starting for such

arrangement.

The incorporation of copper as conductor bars and end rings of induction motor in

place of aluminum results in the improvement of motor performance. Six different

sizes and types of rotor were die-casted using pure and high conductivity copper for

different motor companies [21]. Compared with identical aluminum rotor, die cast

copper rotor reduced total energy losses by 15-23% [1.2-1.7% improvement in

efficiency over aluminum] depending on the rotor design. The shape of torque-speed

curve is quite sensitive to the rotor circuit resistance which in turn is inversely

proportional to the conductivity of the conductor bar material and its cross-sectional
area.

Three design strategies have been investigated in [22] to improve efficiency of

induction motors. The strategies are: a) substituting the copper cage with aluminum

cage with standard electrical steel without changing any motor dimension. b)

Substituting copper cage with aluminum cage with high performance electrical steel

without changing any motor dimension and c) Design optimization of copper cage

motor by changing stator winding and the stack length.

Eight high efficiency designs have been proposed in [23] with trapezoidal slots and

rectangular teeth. Such designs resulted in higher efficiency motors.

Induction motor analysis was done by considering both harn10nics and end effects

using 2D and 3D finite element method in [24]. The characteristic of induction motor

is influenced by electro magnetic fields anhe ends of the motor. The secondary

resistance was determined by finite element method as a function of inner radius

difference of the end ring. End ring resistance decreases exponentially with the

increase in difference of inner radius.

A model has becn developed in [25] based on coupled magnetic circuit theory and

complex space vector analysis taking into account the actual non sinusoidal rotor bar

current distribution. Both stator and rotor circuits were modeled by four coupled

differential equations. The rotor bar currents were changed by modifying the bar and

end ring resistance to obtain better starting performance. In [26[, resistance and
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leakage reactance of end rings of a cage induction' motor has bcen determined from

the impedance of an identical ring that carries a circulating current of certain

frequency. Such resistance and reactance thus detemlined have been used for

consideration of impedance of end rings in machines to improve starting

performance. A method using AC PWM chopper has been suggested in [27] to

improve the efficiency of induction motor by controlling the input power. TIle source

voltage was controlled by a power controller unit. The current for various loading

was detected and stored in micro computer memOlY and the source voltage was

adjusted till minimum starting current was obtained.

An algorithm for improving efficiency of a lightly loaded, field oriented induction

motor drive has been developed [28]. This has been accomplished through

determining optimal torque per flux ratio necessary for obtaining the' desired flux

position. A relation in terms of motor speed and optimal torque per flux ratio has

been derived. The results show that an efficiency improvement is achieved specially

. at light loads along with high dynamic performance obtained through applying the

field oriented concept.

A new materia! termed as HTS (High temperature superconducting) tape has been

used in [29] as rotor bars and rotor end ring to enhance efficiency and starting

torque. Starting torque obtained with HTS (High temperature superconducting) tape

has been found to be appreciably higher for the same size aluminum rotor motor.

Winding harmonic has significant impact on starting performance. The variation in

the starting performance can be predicted based on the type of harmonic generated.

In [30] it has been shown that excessive winding harmonic generation deteriorates

the starting performance.

A six phase pole changing induction motor. (PCIM) has been proposed in [31] for

application in electrical vehicles. A new prototype PCIM has been designed which

gave beller steady state characteristic.

A new control strategy has been proposed in [32] to improve starting torque without

changing main circuit of the soft starter. The strategy defines triggering instants of

Thyristers to include or exclude half cycles of ac power. Thc strategy is similar to

that of VVVF inverters to make the motor to have low starting current and high

starting torque. To obtain high efficiency motors [33], the following design strategies
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have been investigated: i) substituting aluminum cage by copper cage and standard

steel without changing of dimension, ii) Substituting aluminum cage with copper

cage and high perfonnance electrical steel without change of motor dimension, iii)

Design optimization of copper cage motor by changing stator winding and stack

length and iv) design optimization of copper cage by changing the stator winding,

stack length and stator and rotor dimensions. Standard design copper cage with

premium steel showed increase in efficiency of 2.5% when compared to the

aluminum motor of same rating. Higher stack length with premium steel showed an

overall increase of efficiency by 4.8%.

One major point in the design of high efficiency motor is to reduce the rotor

resistance. Belter conducting material like copper is used as cage material. However

there are altemative designs to increase the cross-sectional area which helps to

improve efficiency and at the same time influences the torque performance. In view

of this, two design concepts [34] have been analyzed. First one consists of 48 slot

stator and 36 slot rotor. The second one has the same stator layout but with 40 slot

rotor. It has been found that efficiency for 48/36 combination was 91.5% and for

48/40 combination was 91.7%. 48/40 combination produced smaller slip for the

same load leading to lower copper loss. Power factor was almost identical in both the

cases and starting current was slightly less in the 36 rotor slot.

In [35] the performance of 3-phase 6-pole, 400W inverter driven induction motor

was investigated using a variety of non-oriented electrical steel for stator core at

PWM inverter fundamental wave frequencies of 30-300Hz. 111ere existed an

optimum silicon (si) content of the material depending on the tooth flux density.

Both reduction of material thickness and stress relief annealing of the stator core

improved motor efficiency. The influence of si.content on the efficiency was small at

lower PWM frequencies while at higher frequencies, motor efficiency increased with

the increase of si content. Newly developed materials RMA having lower iron losses

after stress-relief annealing and higher flux densities with lower si contents showed

motor efficiencies superior to the conventional JIS grade materials with comparable

iron loss.

The variation of slot dimension on the pcrfomlance of induction motor has bcen

highlighted in [36]. In deep bar squirrel cage rotor model, starting bar diameter was
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varied from 2mm to IOn1ln and then slot height was varied from Imm to 5mm

holding starting bar diameter constant. Starting torque was the highest for rotor bar

diameter of 5mm or above or below which starting torque showed gradual decay.

However, efficiency showed marked improvement with the increase of bar diameter.

In case of change of bar height, starting torque increased with the increase of height

but the efficiency consistently reduced.

In order to limit starting current, a novel method has been proposed in [37]. DC

supply is momentarily connected to one of the stator winding and then another coil is

momentarily connected. Once the motor starts up, nonnal supply may be applied to

the motor. Starting current may be derived from a charged capacitor.

A high starting torque induction motor has been designed in [38] having two end

rings. The first end ring is fixed on the rotor while a second moveable end ring

having lower resistance than the first ring and a centrifugal device associated with

the second ring and operable upon the rotation of the rotor such that first ring

connected at starting produces high torque and the second ring engages at running

thereby reducing the overall resistance.

In [39] starting characteristic of induction motor has been studied with the help of

Fuzzy controller. By measuring iriput current and processing Fuzzy inference the

Fuzzy controller can change the control angle of Thyrister to apply increased voltage

to obtain better starting and running performance.

The rotor of an induction motor has been replaced by a pennanent magnet CD-shaped

permanent magnets buried in the rotor below squirrel cage) rotor [40] to achieve an

efficiency that meets the highest requirements of the motor class.

A method has been presented in [41] for predicting the performance of saturister

induction motor with idle bars of permanent magnet material in rotor slots. It has

been shown how the analysis may be used to synthesize the physical design of a

motor in order to achieve a specified starting performanCe. This procedure has been

applied to design a 400Hz aircraft motor to obtain reduced starting current compared

with the original cage motor without significant detriment to its nom1al mnning

perfom1ance. Test results demonstrate validity of the treatment and the success of an

experimental design incorporating bars of Hycomax III.
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Normal aluminum cage rotor can be used to provide [42] multiple resistance

characteristic. By segmenting the end rings in such a way that a particular rotor bar is

not electrically connected to the adjacent rotor bars rather to some specific rotor bars

by segmented shorting rings. Thus the current tends to flow through the steel core of

the rotor. However when the motor attains its full operational speed, the segmented

shorting rings are shunted and. all the rotor conductors are connected to the end ring

so that running perfomlance of the motor does not degrade. The first method of

shunting the segmented shorting ring is a mechanical. arrangement which delays

shunting action. The second method of shunting is a solid state switching device and

the circuit is confined entirely within the rotor with no connection to the motor

winding or frame.

In [43], two sets of end rings, resistance of the first end ring is higher than the other

are installed on the rotor. The first end ring is permanently connected to the rotor

bars and the second end ring operable at a pre-determined speed by solid state device

can lock in parallel with the first ring. At start, high resistance of the first ring

produces high starting torque with low starting current and the second ring engages

at a pre-determined speed reducing the effective resistance of the rotor. The overall

efficiency of the motor remains unaffected.

Rotor is made by a solid Ferro-magnetic cylinder in [44] over which iron coating

alloys of high electrical conductivity (termed as screen) is rigidly mounted on the

rotor surface. The screen exhibits a multi-layer structure, conductivity of each

succeeding layer decreases towards the outer periphery. At the start of the motor, due

to high frequency and the skin effect, the rotor resistance increase which in tum

increases the starting torque and decreases the starting cnrrent. At normal speed, with

the decrease of the rotor frequency, rotor resistance swings back to the normal value

and thus the motor running performance remains unchanged.

In a double cage rotor of [45], resistance of rotor circuit is increased by reducing the

thickness of the end rings near the outer periphery of the conductors while the end

rings connccting the inner cage are kept thicker.

In [46], it has been proposed to start the induction motor and then fill-up the rotor

space with liquid nitrogen to achieve superconductivity once the motor is running.
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Although desired result may be achieved by this method, but the method IS not
practical.

Two cages similar to the double cage rotor having two sets of cage materials have

been proposed in [47]. The outer cage is made of high resistance material like brass

and inner cage of low resistance material such as copper. Upon start, skin effect

limits the rotor current by means of high resistance brass material in the outer cage

while skin effect is lessened afterwards and rotor current can penetrate deep into the

rotor reducing the rotor resistance. High resistance at the start of the motor limits the

high inrush current and increases the starting torque. As the rotor resistance IS

reduced with the increase of rotor speed, the overall efficiency of the motor IS

unaffected.

Fractional windings of induction motors are analyzed in [48] to reduce the end

winding length and to clean the air gap mmf from the point of view of spatial

harmonics. Amount of copper can be reduced by proper arrangement of the

windings. The example presented in the paper for a 1.5 slot/pole/phase shows the

possibility of improved performance (efficiency, pf, starting torque, noise level).

A poly phase (12 phase) induction machine operated by an inverter drive system can

be constructed with concentrated full span winding. Twelve or more phases have

been used to sufficiently cover the air gap region in contrast to the conventional three

phase using distributed and chorded windings. Improved efficiency and starting

torque has been achieved by such arrangement in [49].

In an induction motor having short circuited rotor windings, extra magnetizable

pipes/tubes are inserted in [50] with projections at both ends of the rotor. The tubes

are made of cast magnetizable materials. By utilizing skin effect in the tube, the

starting performance has been improved at high rotor frequency. And at running

condition, with reduction of skin effect, the overall performance of the motor

remains unchanged. Hollow tubes also perform self ventilation and reduce heating of

the conductor.

Rotor windings are wound on the poles of each of two salient pole type rotor cores

and the rotor windings on the salient poles axially aligned on the two cores are series

connected in [51]. Two stators and two dc magnetic excitation windings surround the

face of two rotor cores. A voltage phase shifter is provided to one of the two stators
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to selectively produce a phase difference of 0-1800. With such arrangement, motor

produces a large starting torque as well as large running torque.

VIf operation at low frequency is challenging due to non linear behavior of modem

pulse width modulated voltage source inverter (PWM-VSI). In [52] a new stator

resistance and frequency compensation technique has been proposed. The stator

resistance voltage drop is fully compensated by vectorially adding this drop to the

supply voltage using both in phase and quadrature components of the stator current.

Frequency compensation is based on estimation of air-gap power and a non-linear

relationship between slip frequency and air-gap power. It has been shown that large

torque is obtainable even in the low speed range with almost no steady state error in

speed.

Enhanced motor starting performance was obtained in [53] by employing two types

of Bi-22231 Ag multi filamentary tapes over the conductors of squirrel cage rotor.

Tests have been performed after the fabricated motor was immersed in liquid

nitrogen. The motor starting performance was enhanced at temperatures ranging

from 65 to 17K.

Starting of large motors especially for reversible pumped storage purpose has been

designed in [54]. One method of starting such large motors (having high inertia load)

is by means of a starting motor which is mounted directly on the main machine shaft.

In such an arrangement, a large wound rotor is often used which is expensive and

requires a rheostat (usually water rheostat) to dissipate the energy involved during

starting. In the investigation of [54], a hollow ferromagnetic rotor has been designed

which comprises of a relatively thin ferromagnetic rim serving as rotor winding. In

order to reduce the starting current, a poly phase saturable reactor is connected with

the stator windings.

The shape of torque-speed curve of a solid rotor machine is dictated by a

dimensionless parameter called Gamma factor (.GAMMA.). In [55] generalized

torque-speed curves for solid rotor, eddy current couplings has been given. It has

been shown that a homogeneous ferromagnetic rotor has a .GAMMA. factor which

provides good starting characteristics is in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 depending on

specific requirements.
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In [56], a .GAMMA. factor of 0.1 to 0.3 is achieved by placing conducting materials

in axial grooves. Number of grooves is so chosen to keep .GAMMA. factor within

0.1 to 0.3 which gave minimum high frequency loss and reduced parasitic reluctance

torque with overall increase of starting torque.

In [57], a methodology has been defined to identify the electric conductivity and

permittivity of lossy dielectric materials employed in a class of small di-electric

motors. The stators and rotors are hollow cylinders made of dielectric materials. For

a given set of material propeliies, the time averaged value of the starting torque

produced is evaluated by finite element method. A family of curves of starting torque

of induction motor Vs conductivity for different values of rotor permittivity is

obtained. This method can be applied to estimate the conductivity of rotor conductor

that gives rise to prescribed value of starting torque.

1.2.1 Summary on end ring work

Researchers have tried to improve the performance of squirrel cage induction motor

by modifying the design of the end ring. End ring had been a focal point for

perfomlance enhancement (specially starting performance enhancement) for its

unique location in the rotor of the squirrel cage motor. For squirrel cage induction

motor, end ring is easily accessible and any design modification can be easily

implemented in that region of the rotor. Some research work done on the end ring

portion of squirrel cage 1110torsto improve performance of induction motors are
described below:

A high starting torque induction motor was designed having two end rings. The first

end ring having higher resistance than the second ring was fixed to the rotor bars like

normal squirrel cage rotors. The second end ring was moveable and can be fixed or

detached from the first ring by a mechanical device. TIle motor is started with the

first end ring in the rotor circuit. As the motor speeds up, the second end ring is

engaged by centrifugal action with the first end ring. Thus at start, the rotor

resistance becomes high that enhances the starting torque and at the same time

reduces the starting current. At the normal speed of the motor the overall resistance

of the rotor becomes less due to engagement of the second ring in parallel with the
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first so that runnmg performance IS not hampered. Such an arrangement of

employing two end rings not only makes the manufacturing process extremely

complicated, but also enhances the motor size for the same rating of the motor. Also

frequent maintenance will be needed for the whole assembly. Also there may be

possibility of improper engagement of the second ring with the first one which may

affect the running performance of the motor.

Another research worksuggcsts to make scgments in the end ring in such a way that

particular rotor bar currents are forced to pass through the core of the rotor. The

purpose is to increase the rotor resistance so as to improve the starting performance

of the motor. As the motor speeds up, the segmented end rings are either shunted by

mechanical device or by solid state switches.

End ring segmentation 'and then subsequent short circuiting these end ring segments

for normal running of the motor also involves special techniques which make

manufacturing process complicated. Forcing rotor CUlTentto pass through selected

section of the core makes the rotor resistance extremely high which may give rise to

sluggish response of the motor. In this case also, frequent maintenance of the rotor

will be necessary. Special circuit has to be designed and embedded in the rotor for

shorting the end ring sections by solid state devices.

A new material termed as HTS (High temperature superconducting) tape is used in

rotor bars and in end rings to utilize its high skin effect to improve motor

performance.

Employment of HTS tape over the end ring produces high skin effect at the start of

the motor. However, whole motor assembly has to be kept at extremely low

temperature to utilize the superconducting properly of the HTS tape. Such motor

construction and operation is expensive and may be used for special applications

where high torque and high efficiency are required.

Modifications in the design of end rings have also been made in the double cage

squirrel cage induction motors to improve its starting performance. For such motors,

rotor resistance is increased by reducing the thickness of the end ring near the outer

peripheri of the conductors. The end ring of the inner cage is kept thicker to keep its

resistance low. At start, due to skin effect, the Overall rotor resistance becomes high

to improve thc starting performance of the motor. At the rotor normal speed, skin
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effect is lessened and the current is distributed among the inner and outer peripheri

and the overall rotor resistance falls. Thus the running perfomlance is not adversely

affected.

Double cage rotors are not commonly used for its comparatively high cost and

complicated manufacturing process. Although under normal running condition of the

motor, the overall rotor resistance falls, but due to employment of thin end ring in the

outer peripheri of the rotor conductors, higher rotor resistance is always present in

the rotor circuit to affect the running perfomlance of the motor.

Rotor inductance can be changed by changing" the dimension of the end ring. The

ring inductance can be splitted into leakage component and mutual component (that

couples between end ring and end winding) of the motor. By proper design of the

end ring shape, the rotor inductance can be varied to limit the locked rotor current.

Such change of inductance by modification of the end ring design remains as a

constant parameter in the rotor and may affect the running performance of the motor.

Also there is limited scope for variation of the end ring dimension due to space

constraint in the rotor. Moreover change of rotor inductance is not significant due to

small flux linkage in the end ring region of the motor.

Similar study on the effect of size of end ring on the motor starting performance was

analyzed by simulation program. End ring flux linkage and end ring size produced

change in rotor impedance. By the simulation program, optimum size of the end ring

that may produce better starting performance can be determined.

In this case also the change of impedance due to end ring flux linkage is small and

significant starting performance cannot be achieved by such modification in the end

ring design.

1.3 Problem Identification

It is evident from the literature revIew that improving starting performance of

squirrel cage Induction motor is a complex task and various methods are being

adopted for the improvement which may fall into two broad categories:

1) The cage portion of the rotor may be designed to reduce starting current and

enhance the starting torque with a relatively simple change in design of cage bars
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with a view to increase the resistance of the rotor at the start of the motor. Also rotor

reactance is altered to reduce the starting current.

2) Most frequently used method of reducing high current on start-up is done with

reduced voltage controllers. Reduced voltage controllers (starters) can be subdivided

into five categories: a) auto-transformer starters b) wye-delta starters c) part winding

starters d) primary resistor starters and e) solid state starters.

Modifying the squirrel cage is a novel and economical method which eliminates the

need for any reduced voltage starting equipments. The motor is directly started at full

voltage. However rotor has an internal regulating means which limits starting current

during rotor acceleration period. After the rotor has reached the operating speed, the

regulating means readjusts for n0l111aloperation.

In most cases, reduction in inrush current and enhancement of stmting torque is

achieved by designing a rotor which has two or more resistancc values for rotor cage.

At start-up, resistancc of this cage becomes high and afterwards drops down to a low

value when the motor attains its rated speed.

Change of rotor resistance can be achieved by changing the shape, dimension of

rotor end rings. However, this change is accompanied by insignificant change of

rotor resistance. If the user's specification requires high resistance for improving

starting perfornlance, end ring shape may be altered accordingly, however, this high

resistance will always be present in the rotor circuit to affect its running

performance. In case of double cage rotors, length/width of a cage is modified to

attain a low reluctance path for the flux driven inner cage current.

High conducting materials are being used for cage materials to Improve the

efficiency of motors. However, major problem of high starting current and low

starting torque remains in this case. For the same size motors, use of copper gives an

overall efficiency improvement of 1.5-2% for 1-3kW motors. Copper casting is a

difficult process as the melting point of copper is high. Research is going on to

improve the copper casting techniques. Higher efficiency motor design is being

adopted by using bigger rotor slots or slots of special shape like trapezoidal slots.

Two end rings were simultaneously used to improve the starting performance

without affecting the overall efficiency. At start, only one ring having higher

resistance was coupled with the rotor bars to increase the rotor resistance and then at
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rated speed both the end rings were engaged to reduce the overall rotor resistance. To

achieve this, manufacturing of rotor becomes complicated.

The concept of introducing Ferromagnetic rotor bars i.e. mlxmg Iron with the

Aluminum utilizing skin effect property yielded 'better starting performance.

Introduction of iron in aluminum makes the liquid aluminum more viscous and there

is high possibility of void space formation during casting. Voids in rotor bars cause

excess heat generation due to non unif01111resistance. Also due to non unifol111

distribution of current between upper and lower ends of a rotor bar (which will be

prominent for big size motors) uneven axial force as well as thennalstress may be

produced for such rotors.

1.4 Thesis objective

The aim of the thesis is to achieve enhanced starting perf0l111anCeof a squirrel cage

induction motor i,e increasing of starting torque and decreasing of starting current by

insertion of ferromagnetic materials in the rotor. Particular attention is given so that

running performance is not degraded while improving the starting performance of

the motor.

As a first step in achieving the goal of enhanced starting performance, the dimension

of the material to be inserted in the rotor end ring is continuously modified through

simulation software MATLAB till an optimum torque-slip curve is obtained that

produces enhanced starting torque without degrading the nnming perfomlance of the

motor. Improved rotor design thus obtained is fabricated and its performance is

determined experimentally to compare with the results obtained through MATLAB

simulation. Experimental results and concept of ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor

are further validated by SLIM software popularly used to evaluate motor

performance.

In this research work, an improved method has been proposed to enhance the starting

performance of a squirrel cage induction motor by insertion of ferromagnetic

materials (in the form of iron strips) at the end rings. The iron strips inserted at the

end ring between the rotor conductors will increase the overall resistance of the rotor

due to flow of current through the surface of the strip at the power frequency during

starting of the motor. This increases the starting torque and reduces the starting

, 'J'
\;;.. .
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current. As soon as the motor attains its rated speed, current distribution through thc

ferromagnetic strip becomes normal, rotor resistance decreases appreciably and the

motor runs at normal efficiency.

Introduction of ferromagnetic strip at the end ring is not only an easy process from

the fabrication point of view but also avoids formation of void space (in case of

mixing magnetic material with aluminum during casting) and prevents brittleness
and generation of excessive themlal stress.

1.5 Thesis outline

This dissertation is divided into six chapters and an appendix. Chapter-l focuses on

the chronological history of induction motor and the literature review on the starting

and running performance of squirrel cage induction motors.

Chapter-2 highlights the basic principles related to three phase and single phase

induction motors. Basic formulae for torque, cunent of both three phase and single

phase motors are presented in this chapter. NEMA design classes for squirrel cage

motors and two commonly used squirrel cage rotors for starting performance

enhancement are also described in this chapter. Harmonic generation in induction

motors and total harmonic distortion (THD) are also included here.

In chapter-3 effect of ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor circuit has been described.

Theory of skin effect with relevant formulae is presented here. Variation of

resistance of ferromagnetic strip as a function of frequency is highlighted with

necessary simulation curves. Different possible methods of fenomagnetic insertion

in the rotor are also discussed in this chapter. Subsequently the optimum location of

fenomagnetic insertion has been suggested .

. In chapter-4 experimental design process has been discussed first. Then a

mathematical model has been developed taking into consideration the skin effect in

the ferromagnetic strip after insertion in the rotor end ring. Through a simulation

program different performance curves are plotted with insertion of different number

and size of iron strips in the rotor. Experimental verification of the proposed scheme

is also presented in this chapter. To study the effect of fen'omagnetic insertion in the

squirrel cage rotor of single phase induction motor, experimental work was donc on
a single phase motor 1. hp motor.

(./~ :'"\
"

"'-," ~
~
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Harmonic generation with and without ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor was also
studied here.

Validation of the proposed scheme is presented in chapter-5. The validation results

were achieved through theoretical calculations made on the mathematical model of

the machine and also through simulation software SLIM.

Conclusions, limitations of the work, scope for further research are given in chapter-

6. Relevant mathematical formulae and experimental results, motor data etc. are

presented in Appendix of the thesis.

c



Chapter 2

Basics of induction motor
2.1 Equivalent circuit of induction motor

Following is the standard equivalent circuit of a squirrel cage induction motor.

v'"

R1 X1

E1 sE2

R2 sX2

Figure 2.1: Equivalent circuit of an induction motor

The above circuit ofFig.2.1 may be modified as:

v'"

R1 Xl
~

{ Xm
E1 E2

R2 X2

R2(1-s)ls

Figure 2.2 Modified equivalent circuit of induction motor

Vs 'V

R1 X1
A

B

Xm

R2' X2'

R2'(1-s)/s

Figure 2.3: Applying Thevenin's Theorem at A-B
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In practical case, R"»X",, so in the mathematical fomlUlae and in the Thevnin's

equivalent circuit R", has been neglected.

h . V xjX
T evmn's Voltage VTH= ' '"

R, + j(x, + X",)

And Thevenin's equivalent Impedance ZTH= (R,+jXI)lljXm

The circuit ofFig.2.3 reduces to:
•

(2.1)

(2.2)

RTH

VTH

XTH R2'

• I

X2'

R2'(1-sys

Figure 2.4: Thevenin's Equivalent circuit

R'
3xI' X~2

and the developed torque T = S
Q),

(2.3)

(24)

The standard torque equation for an Induction motor is given by the following

formula

T=
(31Q)JxV~( xR',ls

(RTH + R2 / sy + (x TH + X 2 Y (2.5)
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Where Ws is the angular synchronous speed, R,' is the rotor resistance refen'ed to the

stator, XTH and RrH are the Thevenin's equivalent reactance and resistance

respectively and VTH is the Thevenin's voltage applied at the core reactance point. It

is seen that the developed torque is a function of the square of the applied voltage

and the slip. During starting(s=l), (XTH+XZ)z»(RTH+Rz)z and the torque becomes a

function of R,' i.e.T oc R,'

The main problem for squirrel cage induction motor is i) its high starting current

[load resistance R, (I - s) =0 during starting] and ii) low starting torque (as the rotor
s

resistance is normally small), In order to enhance starting torque, extra resistance has

to be added with the rotor circuit which should be by-passed once the motor reaches
the rated speed.

Certain features of torque-slip curve are shown in figure 2.5 when the supply voltage
remains constant.
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Figure 2.5: Torque/Current vs. Slip Curve for an Induction Machine showing

Motor and Generator mode operation.
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Motoring Mode (0 ~ s ~ I)

in the motoring mode, mechanical power or load developed is in the direction in

which the rotor rotates.

Generating Mode (s< 0)

Negative slip implies that rotor is running at super synchronous speed i,e n>n,. This

means that mechanical power has to be supplied to generate electrical power.

Breaking Mode

The motor runs III opposite direction to the rotating field absorbing mechanical

power which is dissipated as heat in the rotor copper.

Condition for Maximum Torque:

Maximum torque occurs when ~ = ~RiH + (XTH +X;)'
snUlx,T

And to have maximum torque at starting, Smax,T '" I

2.2 NEMA Design

Design Types ofInduction Motor (NEMA Design):

(2.6)

(2.7)
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Figure 2.6: Torque slip curve for different NEMA design Induction motors
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National Electric Manufacturer's Association (NEMA) standardized five basic

design categories of Induction motor to match torque-speed requirement of most

common types of mechanical loads by different rotor construction.

Design class C has its maximum torque at starting, so also design class D. Design D

has a higher maximum torque than that of C. Class A and B have maximum torque at

a slip of 15%. Design class E (Energy efficient motors) has a torque-slip

characteristic similar to class B.

Class D has higher rotor resistance and low reactance bar situated close to the

surface. Class B & A have low resistance rotor bars that extends deep into iron

resulting low rotor resistance and high blocked rotor reactance. Class C combines

features of both Band D: high resistance and low reactance at the surface and low

resistance, high reactance at deeper bars.

2.2.1 Deep Bar Rotors:

In this type of construction, bars of narrow width are laid down in deep seml-

enclosed slots. The rotor bars may be considered as composed of elementary strips in

parallel (top most and bottom most strips are shown). Much larger flux links with the

bottom element strip. As a consequence, starting reactance for bottom strip becomes

much larger than the top strip. The overall resistance at starting increases. At higher

speed, reactance falls and the current density over the conductor cross-section
becomes uniform.

Upper Bar

Lower Bar

Figure 2.7: Deep Bar Rotor
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2.2.2 Double Cage Rotor:

The squirrel cage rotor in this case, consists of layers of bars shorted by end rings.

The upper bar has a small cross-sectional area than the lower bar. Outer cage has a

higher resistance and lower reactance while the inner cage has high reactance and

low resistance. As a result during start, current is mainly confined in the upper cage

with consequent decrease in starting current and increase in starting torque.

Figure 2.8: Double Cage Rotor

Torque control ofInduction motor:

(2.8)

From the torque equation, it can be seen that developed torque is a function of square

of the applied voltage, slip and rotor resistance. During starting (s=I), (XTH+x2l»
(RTH+R2l and. T becomes directly proportional to rotor resistance R2'. The main

problem for squirrel cage induction motors are i) high starting current [load

resistance R,' (1- s) = 0 during starting] and ii) low starting torque. In order to
s

enhance the starting torque, extra resistance has to be inserted which should be by-

passed once the motor attains its rated speed or the supply voltage has to be

increased within the rated voltage limit of the motor. As most of the commercially

available motors are of squirrel cage type, adding extra resistance in the rotor circuit

\
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and by-passing this extra resistance at the rated speed is not possible. The other

option left is to increase the starting torque is to increase the supply voltage which is

not also an option as motors have fixed rated voltage. Besides, for optimum motor

performance, increase of voltage requires proportional increase of frequency (to keep

Vlf constant). This requires complicated circuits which generates lot of harmonics

and eventually heats up the motor to degrade its performance. Thus improvement of

starting perfomlance by solid state devices are complicated as well as expensive. In

this research work, squirrel cage rotor geometry has been modified to obtain

optimum starting perfomlance without degrading the nonnal running perfomlance.

o %slip
100 % Ns

20
80

50% Vmotor torque

100 80 60 40
o 20 40 60

Voltage controls speed of induction motor

Figure 2.9: Effect of voltage on Torque-slip curve

100"1<

2.3 Single Phase Induction Motor

A single phase Induction motor has a single phase distributed winding on the stator

and a normal squirrel cage rotor.

o
Figure 2.10: Single Phase motor with main winding

,- 1
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When winding carries a sinusoidal current, an MMF is produced which has both

space and time distribution expressed as:

F = FmoxCos8Coswt= 1/2FmaxCos (8-wt) + 1/2FmoxCos(8+wt) where (2.9)

1/2FmaxCos(8-wt) is the forward rotating field = Frand

1/2FmaxCos(8+wt) is the backward rotating field= Fb

Rotor slip with respect to two rotating fields:

If n is the speed of the rotor in the forward direction,

n -n
then sr=-'-

n, (2.10)

and
_ n, -(-n)

Sb----.-
n,

R1m X1m

2n -(n -n)
, , = (2-s)

n,

X2

Xm R2

(2.11 )

Figure 2.11: Equivalent circuit of I-phase motor with rotor stationary

R1rn X1m X.2t2

Xml R2/2

'V Vin

X.2t2

Xml R2J2

Figure 2.12: Equivalent circuit highlighting two field theory with rotor stationary
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RIm Xlm X2J'

• I] i • I2f
Emf Xml R2/2s

1
""'v Vin i X?f2.~

Emb 2b l

1 Xml R2/{2(2-s))

Figure 2.13: Equivalent circuit under running condition

2.3.1 Torque-speed Characteristic

The two rotating fields have the same strength and produce equal and opposite

torque resulting a net starting torque of zero. Ifthe rotor is made to run at speed n in

the direction of forward field, the two slips are now's' and (2-s) respectively. For

normal operation, (2-s»>s and as a result, backward field induced rotor currents are

much larger than at stand still and have a low power factor. On the other hand, low

slip forward rotating field induces smaller current of higher pf in the rotor than at

stand still. This leads to great enhancement in the forward flux wave.

The impedance due to forward field

Z R 'v. R,' X,'. I . I jX= +j1'. =-+j--mparalelwltl-'-'"
II 12s 2 2 (2.12)

. R,' .X,'
Z" = Rb + jXb = ( ) + j-

22-s 2
in parallel with jX m

2
(2.13)

Emf
1'1 =

R, .X,
-+j-
25 2

=

(2.14)

EmbJ21J =------=
R, .X,'

2(2-8) + jT

Emb (2.15)



( )
, R,'

P,;rg,p b = (1'b) .--
2-s

Pa;rgapU)= (12/)', R,' ,2s

T [Pairgap(f) - Pairgap(b)]net = -'--~--"-~--~~,-,
2nN,/60

Under running condition, total stator current is:
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(2.16)

(2.17)

1 = Vi" '" v,,, ; Z I »Zb for running condition; (2.18)
, R, + iX, +ZI +Zb R, + iX, +ZI

AndZ
I

= (R,,' 12s)(jXm) = (R,' 12s)(jX",) '" (R,' 12s)(jX",) '" X
m

R, 12s+ iX, ~(R,' 12s)' + (X,')' (R,/2s)
(2.19)

(2.20)

The above approximation is true as for a small motor as R2' is high and in the nomlal

running condition, (R,' 12s)' is high enough to neglect (X, ')' .

, '( 'J. ,R V ~
And the aIr-gap power PAC = I, -' '" . '" . ,-'

2s (R,+;X,+iXm) 2s

(2.21 )

Ti"d""d = PC",,,cricd where llJ, is the angular synchronous speed of the motor (2.22)
llJ,

Thus the induced torque is directly proportional to the rotor resistance under normal

running condition of the motor. The approximation is reasonably accurate for

fractional horse power motors.

t T

Reverse- "

,- Forward

Figure 2.14: Torque Specd Curve for Single phase motor.



Chapter 3

Effect of Ferromagnetic insertion in the

rotor circuit

3.1 Skin effect due to magnetic property of a conductor

In a conductor, distribution of current is uniform throughout the cross-section only

in case of direct CUiTent.However, for alternating current passing through the

conductor, current distribution is not uniform. Increase of frequency causes more

non-uniform distribution and the current through the conductor and tends to

concentrate near the surface or skin of the conductor. Such effect is called the skin

effect. Figure 3.1 shows typical distribution of magnetic flux density at different

frequencies in an iron slab of finite width (but infinite in other two directions).

01
°1
01

: A

c1

A: Unifonn flux distribution
B: Distribution at low frequency
C; Distribution at high frequency

Figure 3.1: Flux density distribution at different frequency in an iron slab

At high frequency, flux density is higher near the surface and lower at the center.'

The skin depth in a conductor can be derived using Maxwell Equation. The basic
assumptions for the derivation are,
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a) the materia! needs to be a good conductor i.e., there IS no charge

accumulation

b) net charge density is zero and net movement of electrons is proportional to

Electric field

c) there is no variation of electric field"along width or length of the conductor.

- aI3 -Y'xE=--=-jwBat
where E is the Electric field intensity

And B is the magnetic flux density

or, Y'xY'xl:=-jwY'xB

or, Y'(Y'.l:) - Y"l: = - jw x B

2 - - -or, V' E = jWj.N x H = jWj.iO"E

Assuming Electric field vector along z-direction

d'E
--,-' = jwpO"Ez = r'Ez Wherer' = jwj.iO"
dx

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

r; r- (. ')'--;-i + j J '" 1.:r = ...;J"';WJlO" = 1+ J ...;mj.iO" = -- Wlere U = ,--;-o ...;mJlO"

or, /j = 503 ~ P
j.i,f (3.6)

Ii is known as skin depth.

Jl is the permeability of the conductor

p, is the relative permeability of the conductor

j.io is the pemleability of free space = 47fx 10.7

0" is the conductivity of the conductor

p is the resistivity of the material of the conductor

From equation (3.6), it is evident that skin depth of a conductor is a function of its

permeability i,e higher the permeability, lesser will be the skin depth.
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Due to skin effect, the CUITentdensity J in any infinitely thick plane conductor

decreases expotentially with skin depth (5) as,

(3.7)

I

Skin depth is defined as the depth at which the CUITentdensity decreases to J!e

(about 0.37) of the current density at the surface 1,. The skin depth is also a property

ofa material that varies with the frequency of the applied wave.

,~ ~ Resistance variation duo"lo skin effect

I,.,

40 45 50

•

Figure 3.2: Variation of resistance ofa strip due to skin effect

Thus the resistance of a material (relative permeability 5000) at 50 Hz is

approximately 4 times higher than its resistance at 2.5 Hz (figure 3.2). Materials

having high relative permeability(j.!,.)will exhilJit higher resistance due to skin effect.

Due to high conductivity of copper and aluminum, these metals are used as rotor

conductors of a squirrel cage induction motor. However, these conductors have low

relative permeability (j.!,.=I)and are regarded as paramagnetic materials. If small

percentage of ferromagnetic material is inserted or mixed with rotor conductors, then

skin effect will be quite prominent at starting of the motor. As the motor starts up,

the rotor frequency drops and the overall resistance of the ferromaglletic material

decreases reducing any possibility of degrading the perfomlance of the motor.

,
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3.2. Application of skin effect in the rotor circuit of induction motor:

For an induction motor, induced current in the rotor at standstill has a frequency of

50Hz. But as the motor speeds up, the rotor frequency decreases with the increase of

speed according to the fonnula fR = sf where fR is the rotor frequency

Ns -NRs - ; where f= Supply frequency (3.8)Ns

Ns = Synchronous speed of magnetic field in rpm

NR = Rotor speed in rpm

At rated speed (s=3-5%) the rotor frequency becomes 1.5Hz-2.5Hz. Thus there is a

range of frequency variation form starting to the full rated speed of the motor. A

conductor which has a high relative permeability and good conductivity can be

inserted in the rotor to utilize the skin effect property to improve the motor's

performance. As this insertion will be permanent in the rotor, the resistance should

not be high enough to affect the running perfoffilanceof the motor. A thin strip of a

conducting material having large relative permeability can be used with the rotor

conductor of squirrel cage induction motor to utilize the skin effect property.

Ferromagnetic materials (commercially available iron) having high relative

permeability (",,"5000) exhibits a change of skin depth from 3.45 mm to 0.4 mm for

a rotor frequency variation of 2.5Hz to 50Hz. Figure-3.3 shows such variation of

skin depth as a function of frequency for iron.

3.5
Grtlph showing skln,depth for commcrclBI Iron !IS 8 funcllon of frequency

0.5

3 \

25 \

g 2 \

i \
j 1.5 \~

""",- ''---
----~---------------------

°O'-~,L~-'~0~-~"~~"~~"~~JO~-"'~~4~~~"5-~-'JO
Frequency In Hc.u

Figure 3.3: Skin depth as a function of frequency for Ferro-magnetic material
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Commonly used rotor conductors in squirrel cage induction motor is aluminum

which is a paramagnetic material (11,=1).Another material used as rotor conductor is

copper which is also a nonmagnetic material. However, due to low cost, low melting

point and low specific gravity, aluminum is preferred over copper although copper

possesses better electrical properties. Aluminum and copper show insignificant skin

effect due to their low relative permeability. As the skin depth for magnetic material

is low at high frequency and vice versa, so the resistance of magnetic material is high

at 50Hz due to concentration of induced current at the surface of the conductor. This

resistance is significantly reduced at low frequency.

(

I

a) original conductor b) Variation of current

Figure 3.4 : Skin effect in a conductor cross section

Such change of resistance can be better explained by considering cross section of a

conductor. The section of the conductor is divided into four lamina of equal area and

is subjected to varying magnetic field. Flux linkage is maximum in lamina 1 and

minimum at lamina 4. Hence inductance at 4 is minimum while at 1 is maximum.

Thus lamina 4 will carry the maximum current while lamina 1 will have minimum

current. Due to concentration of current in lamina 4, its resistance will also increase

significantly. High concentration of CUlTentin lamina 4 will be more prominent if a
ferromagnetic conductor is considered.

3.3 Different methods of ferromagnetic insertion in cage rotor

The major shortcomings of squilTel cage induction motor arc its low starting torque

and high starting CUlTent.To start the motor, resistance is inserted in a specially

made rotor (wound rotor) to enhance the starting torque and reduce the starting
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current. As the motor runs at full speed, the extra resistance inselied in the rotor

circuit is gradually by-passed. Thus the overall performance of the motor remains
unaffected.

Can this change of resistance from standstill to the rated speed be achieved

automatically? A conducting material whose resistance will be high at standstill of

the rotor and low at the rated speed can effectively be used for this automatic change

of resistance. If ferromagnetic material is inserted in the rotor conductor, due to its

skin effect property such automatic change of resistance can be achieved. Now, the

question is how to insert ferromagnetic materials in the rotor t6 achieve better

starting performance. One method may be mixing of iron grains with liquid

Aluminum and the whole mixture may be casted in rotor slot as suggested in (15].

However, this process may have certain disadvantages like improper and non-

uniform mixing of iron grains with liquid aluminum and due to high density of iron,

iron particles tend to accumulate at the bottom in spite of rigorou,s stirring of the

mixture. Secondly, there may be possibility orvoid space fornlatioll during casting

specially in those motors having very narrow slots for rotor conductors.

Another possibility of introducing Ferro-magnetic material in the rotor is to make

extra slots and cast ferromagnetic material in these slots and shorting the

End Ring

-----------------------------_.4.~_Aluminum-----------------------------_.

------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3.5: Ferro-magnetic material inserted in alternate slots of rotor

whole assembly by Aluminum shorting rings. The size of the slots for ferromagnetic

casting may be calculated to give enhanced perfornlance. Extra cost is involved in'
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arranging extra rotor slots and the overall casting process becomes difficult. Due to

high melting point of iron casting of such material in the slot may be difficult.

Another possible method is to introduce Ferro-magnetic strip at one end of the end
ring as shown in figure 3.6.

Iron

Figure 3.6: Ferromagnetic strip inserted at the end of the slot

The difficulty for such method is to place the iron strip over the rotor slot and then

to make aluminum casting over the rotor slots and the end rings. There is possibility

of development of high contact resistance at the Al-Fe-Al interface at the point of

insertion of the ferromagnetic materia!.

Another possibility of utilizing the skin effect is to surround the whole rotor

assembly by thin iron cylinder as shown in figure- 3.7. Due to skin effect, the rotor

resistance will increase significantly but it will have some disadvantages. The

surrounding iron cylinder will act as magnetic screen as flux penetration will be less

to the rotor conductors. There will be large eddy current losses and possibility of
magnetic locking with the stator magnetic field.

Iron cylinder
over rotor

Iron cylinder over rotor

Fil!ure 3.7: Embedded Iron cvlinder over rotor
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Another method is to introduce ferromagnetic strip at one of the end rings.

Introduction of such strip at the end ring is extremely simple and does not need any

sophisticated and complicated casting process as described below.

3.4 Proposed method for ferromagnetic insertion in squirrel cage rotor

In this research work, ferromagnetic insertion at the end ring has been proposed.

Firstly the size and number .of end rings required for obtaining better starting

performance has been determined by software simulation and mathematical

calculations. These rings are fixed with the motor shaft before casting of the rotor as
shown in fig 3.8

Figure 3.8: Side view of the rotor

Rotor

End ring

Iron strip

Figure 3.9: Top view of rotor with iron insertion
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After fixing the ring with the rotor shaft, liquid Aluminum is poured in the slots and

the end ring area. This method of Ferro-magnetic material insertion is simple and

free from formation of void space. So, this method of introduction of Ferromagnetic.

material at the end ring has been proposed in this research work.

3.5 Effect of Ferromagnetic insertion on induction motor
performance.

The possible effects of ferromagnetic insertion in the squirrel cage rotor of induction
nlotor are:

(a) Increase of rotor resistance at the time of start due to skin effect

(b) Gradual reduction of rotor resistance as the rotor speeds up

(c) Impact of variation of rotor resistance due to rotor speed on the hannonic
generation of the motor'

Ferromagnetic materials exhibit significant skin effect at high frequencies. For an

induction motor, rotor frequency varies from 50Hz to 205Hz from the stand still to

the full running condition of the motor .. It is expected that ferromagnetic materials

inserted in the rotor should also exhibit better starting performance due to increase in

rotor resistance. So there will be enhancement of stal1ing torque and reduction of

starting current of the motor. However, at rated speed of the motor, the frequency

drops down to almost dc level and subsequently additional rotor resistance generated

due to skin effect falls back almost to the value of original rotor resistance. Thus

running perfomlance of the motor should remain unaffected even with the

introduction of the ferromagnetic material in the rotor.

3.5.1 Improvement of starting performance.

Starting performance improvement means enhancement of starting torque and

reduction of stm1ing current. Figure 3.10 shows simulated torque speed curve for a

45 kW 3-phase squirrel cage induction motor for three different rotor configurations.

Motor parameters are introduced in the simulation software MATLAB to generate

Torque-Speed curve of the original motor as shown by the blue curve of figure 3.10.

The green curve in the same figure has been generated by the software when a fixed
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additional resistance is introduced in the rotor circuit. Finally simulation is done by

insertion of ferromagnetic material in the rotor in the form of strip. The dimension of

the strip is chosen in such a way so that the starting torque in this case is identical to

that of the starting torque with fixed rotor resistance. Red curve shows the Torque

Speed relationship for the ferromagnetic rotor. Thus the starting torque for the rotor

with fixed resistance and the rotor with ferromagnetic strips are the same and is

about 20"10 higher than the original rotor.

Simulated Torque-Slip Curve for a 45 KW Motor
180

180

140

120

100

orque
BlJin N-m

1
80

40

20

°0

--- Ferromagnetic strip in rotor.

--- Original rotor

--- Fixed Resistance inserted within rotor

500 1000
• Rotor Speed in RPM

1500

Figure 3.10: Simulated Torque-Speed wrve for a modified rotor

This proves the established fact that for an induction motor, higher rotor resistance

generates higher starting torque. But the question is: how is running performance

.affected by insertion of fixed resistance and ferromagnetic material in the rotor

respectively? Article 3.5.2 shows how do both starting and running performance can

be improved by ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor.
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3.5.2 Improvement of running performance.

Usually observed fact is: increasing the rotor resistance increases the starting torque.

At the same time due to continuous presence of the increased resistance (if extra

resistance is inserted in the squirrel cage rotor) the running perfoID1ance is seriously

hampered. RefelTing to figure 3.10 the green curve (which represents fixed resistance

inserted in the rotor) indicates that in the nOID1aloperating region of the motor, the

curve has drifted to the left compared to of the curve of the original motor (blue).

This means that running perfonnance is seriously affected due to insertion of fixed

resistance in the rotor. However, red curve (representing ferromagnetic rotor) very

nearly coincides with that of the curve of the original motor in the normal running

region. This shows that by ferromagnetic insertion, better starting torque has been

achieved without affecting the running perfoID1ance of the motor. Thus the

efficiency of the ferromagnetic rotor in the nOID1al running region remains almost

identical to that to the original motor.

3.5.3 Effect of harmonics on motor performance

Harmonic distortion is the change in waveform from the ideal sinusoidal waveform.

As far as the induction motor is concerned, its major adverse effect is the heating of

the induction motor causing accelerated degradation of the motor insulation and loss

of life. There are several reasons for harmonic distortion. Saturation of the core,

distributed winding and slot positions, employment of solid state switching devices

etc are the major factors contributing to the generation of harmonics.

Harmonic distortion is measured by a factor known as THD (Total Harmonic

Distortion)

It is the root-sum square value of the harmonic content of the voltages to the root

mean square value of the fundamental voltage.

Total harmonic distortion of the voltage waveform is given by:

12222

V 'Ii V, + V] + V, + V, + .
TH13 = ------------ X 100%

""Where V I is the fundamental component of the voltage waveform and V2. V 3 •.•. arc
the harmonic components of the voltage wave.
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Current THD:

Total Harmonic Distortion of the current wave form is the ratio of the root-sum-
square value of the harmonic content of the current of the root-mean-square value of
the fundamental current.

ITHD =

) 2 ,2 2 2
I, +1, +14 +1, + X 100%

I,

Where I, is the fundamental component of the voltage wavefOlm and h. 13.... are the
harmonic components of the voltage wave. .
A 3-phase winding due to non linearity of the core produces harmonic of the order of

n = GNolo! where N is an integer. The movement of the harmonic may be with the

rotation or against the rotation of the motor. At standstill, the 3-phase winding will

produce a forward rotating 7'h harmonic and a backward rotating 5th harolonic for

N=l. The 5th and 7'h hamlOnic fluxes generate rotor e.m.f currents whose frequencies

are 5 and 7 times the fundamental frequency respectively. Due to high frequency

currents generated by harmonics, ferromagnetic rotors will exhibit greater skin effect

which further increases the rotor resistance. This will suppress high harmonic

currents in the motor. This may be an additional advantage in this thesis work.

3.5.4 Performance of single phase induction motor

Single phase induction motors are not self starting because when the main winding

of the single phase molor is energized, two opposite rotating mmfs are produced and

hence no torque is generated. They are started normally by split phase or by

capacitors placed in series with the auxiliary winding of the motor. Auxiliary coil of

the single phase motor minimizes one of the mmfs and the torque generated by

interaction of the main and auxiliary windings are similar to that of the three phase

motors. So there are two rotating mmfs in both three phase and single phase motors.

Due to backward rotating mmf, double frequency current is induced in the rotor that

produces high skin effect. So fora single phase motor, rotor resistance is expected to

increase due to skin effect and the power factor of the motor is expected to increase

throughout the IUnning region of the motor. High resistance will also produce less

motor current as well as less locked rotor current. For small single phase induction
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motor its resistance R is much. higher than its leakage reactance X. Hence with

reference to equation 2.20 and 2.21, the running perfoffi1ance of the motor is

expected to increase. As fractional horse power motors are widely used, so its

perfoffi1ance is also studied with ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor.

3.6 Impact on motor performance for variation of rotor resistance

due to variation of speed

Two parameters that are expected to vary with the variation of speed are: i) Rotor

resistance and ii) Rotor leakage reactance. NOffi1allyconductors of squirrel cage

rotors of induction inotors are non magnetic materials like aluminum or copper.

These materials exhibit very feeble skin effect and change of rotor resistance is

extremely small within the frequency variation range of the rotor. However, due (0

ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor, the change in rotor resistance due to variation of

the rotor speed is appreciable and has been very well taken into consideration in this
research work.

Major rotor reactance variation [57] takes place in the frequency range 2-15Hz when

the rotor is running nearly to the synchronous speed. The rotor leakage reactance

almost remains constant in the frequency range IS-50Hz. As far as three phase motor

starting perfonnance is concerned, change of rotor leakage reactance is negligible in

the low speed region of the motor. So change of rotor reactance will not have any

impact on the starting performance of the motor.



Chapter 4

Experimental setup and results

4.1 Experimental Design process

As the main objective of the thesis is to modifY the rotor design of a squirrel cage

induction motor to enhance its starting performance, iron strips having relative

permeability of the order of 5000 have been introduced bisecting the end ring portion

between the rotor conductors at the rear end of the rotor. Purpose of introducing iron

strip (a ferromagnetic material) is to utilize the skin effect property of the material

which is prominent at higher frequency due to its large value of relative permeability

(ft,). Iron cannot be used as a rotor conductor because of its low conductivity. But

small percentage of iron introduced within the rotor would greatly improve the

performance of the motor.

Design procedure is described as below,

I)Six pieces of 400V, 50Hz, 3-phase, 1I4HP squirrel cage induction motors

(Chinese) were purchased for the necessary rotor inodifications. The small sized

motors were used in view of the laboratory facilities available for the present

research work. For all the motors, necessary tests (No load and Blocked rotor) were

performed to determine the relevant motor parameters. Test results were found

identical for ea.chof the motors. Results were saved for the purpose of comparison.

2) As the rotor modification work (which includes rotor casting and ferromagnetic

material insertion) has to bc done locally, so the Aluminum in the original rotor was

drained out and the slots and the end rings were casted with the locally available pure

Aluminum for two sets of rotors. No load and blocked rotor tests were performed for

the locally casted rotors and the test results were also found identical for each of the

motors and the test results thus obtained were identical to those of original motors.
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Fig.4.1: Aluminum Rotor (Locally casted)

Fig. 4.2: Aluminum Rotor after machining (Front view of Fig.4.I)

3) Motor parameters were determined from the no load and blocked rotor tests

for the locaIIy casted aluminum and are shown in Appendix A

4) Another set of original rotors were taken and the aluminum was drained out

from the slots and the end ring. At the rear end of the motor 30 iron strips are

fixed in such a way that each strip is positioned between the two slots of the

rotor. All the strips are welded to a central ring so that strips are not

dislocated while aluminum casting is done. The end ring assembly inserted in

the rotor is shown in figure 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.
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Fig.4.3: Iron strip for insertion in the rotor

The strips are inserted in such a way between the rotor conductors so that current

from the each rotor conductor passes through the strip to the adjacent rotor

conductor. Thus the rotor current is forced to pass through the ferromagnetic strips

inserted at the end ring section of the rotor. After fixing the iron strips at the end ring

position, the whole rotor assembly was casted with aluminum.
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5) The number of strips are gradually reduced and the motor performance was
recorded for each case. The rotor was casted with 15, 10, 5, 3 and 2 strips
respectively.

tll

Figure 4.4: Iron strips inserted in the rotor. a) 15 strips b) 10 strips
c) 6 strips d) 2 strips

Figure 4.5: Rotor with copper casting

'-..
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6) The motor parameters were detemlined experimentally and used in a program

developed under"MATLAB environment to plot the torqueCslip curve of the

motor. A subroutine in the program takes into account the effect of

ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor and simultaneously calculates the skin

depth and the additional resistance that appears in series with the rotor due to

skin effect of the ferromagnetic material. The program has the feature of

varying the thickness of the inserted iron strip to give a number of torque-slip

curves. If the thickness of the strip is increased, the staIting torque increases

and the starting current (locked rotor current) is reduced. For a certain

thickness of the strip, not only enhancement of the starting torque takes place

but also the torque-slip curve nearly coincides with the torque-slip curve in

the running region of the original motor. This thickness of the strip has been

chosen for insertion in the rotor.

The thickness of the strip thus obtained is sliced into 30 equal parts (for

theoretical analysis as there are 30 slots in the rotor) and each slice is inserted

between two adjacent rotor conductors as shown in figure 4.3 and 4.4

respectively. The simulation program is given in Appendix B.

7) The necessary mathematical fom1Ula for the calculation of the size and

number of strips to be inserted for obtaining the required motor perfonnance

B

Figure 4.6: Skin effect in an iron strip to be inserted in the rotor
Outer shaded region shows area of current flow due to skin effect
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With reference to figA.6 the formula for resistance of the rotor after iron insertion in

the end ring is;

I::.L
R - ohms.

u*{(A-2o)+B}*o (4.1)

Where, A is the length of the strip, B is its width, II is the conductivity of iron, 0 lS

the skin depth and ilL is the thickness of the iron strip.

Considering an aluminum conductor in a single slot of the rotor with an iron strip

inserted between two slots, let us assume that Rslot is the resistance of the aluminum

conductor in the single slot and R;conis the resistance of the single strip (figure 4.7)

inserted. Let Rcoto, is the total resistance of the rotor conductors and Rsk;nis the total

resistance of the ferromagnetic strips inserted in the rotor at any rotor frequency.

Iron strip

End Ring

Aluminum in Rotor slot

(a)

o
12

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) Section of rotor slot with end ring and iron strip inserted

(b) Equivalent circuit of the rotor with iron insertion

We can write;

R,~/OI = Rro'or

Riron RSki11
(4.2)

The formula for R,k;ncan be written as follows with modification of equation 4.1

Rskin
K

uX{(A-2o)+B}xo (4.3)
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Where K is a constant due to skin effect at certain frequency of the rotor.

Let us assume that at 50 Hz, the additional resistance appearing in the rotor due to

skin effect is 10 ohms (an indicative value obtained by MATLAB simulation). At 50

Hz, the skin depth 0 can be calculated from the formula 3.5 and 3.6. A, B are the

dimensions of the strip in contact with the end ring (figure 4.6).

From equation (4.3) the value ofK has been found to be 470. The value of Reolal has

already been determined as 40 ohms from the blocked rotor test. As the rotor slot

dimensions of the motor are known, the resistance value of the rotor conductor in

each slot has been calculated and found to be OA15x10-4 ohms. From equation 4.1,

the thickness of each strip comes out to be 0.013mm. For 30 slots, 30 such strips are

required to be inserted and the total thickness of the strip will be around OAmm.

However, such small thickness of O.013mm cannot be physically realizable for each

slot of the rotor. So the thickness of the strip obtained from the simulation results and

calculation are concentrated at the two fixed position of the rotor. The fabricated

strip of OAmm (0.2mm+O.2mm)is shown in figure 4.8. Each strip takes its position

between two rotor conductors and each strip is placed in opposite direction to the

other so that rotor current distribution is uniform in each half section of the rotor.

Figure 4.8: Iron strip 0.2+0.2 mm for insertion in the end ring
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4.2 Experimental Set up

The motor under test was connected to a dynamometer to measure the torque. The

Lab volt Dynamometer (torque meter) has a rotary knob by which the torque setting

can be changed. A tacho-generator was coupled to the torque meter assembly to

record the speed of the motor. Ammeter, voltmeter and wattmeter were connected

with the motor to record the phase current, phaselline voltages and the phase power.

Current wave shapes for each type of rotor configurations were recorded for both

three phase and single phase motors. For this, voltage drop across ammeter was

applied to a storage oscilloscope. The wave shapes on the oscilloscope is collected to

a PC through a DSO controller acquisition card and the associated software. First,

the original motor with pure aluminum rotor was taken for experimental

measurement..No load and blocked rotor tests were performed for the motors. Then

motors with different rotor strips (fins) were placed in the testing bench for taking

the necessary readings for a) Torque Ys Speed b) Current Ys Speed c) Blocked rotor

current d) Motor input power and e) current wave shapes. To record the torque

against speed, the torque on the motor was gradually increased and for each step the

corresponding speed was noted. This increment oftorque was gradually and steadily

continued till the motor crosses its breakdown region. The starting torque was

recorded by keeping the torque setting on the dynamometer to maximum and quickly

increasing the motor supply voltage to its rated value. This method was followed as

per Lab volt instructions for the measurement of starting torque. In an alternative

method of measuring the starting torque, the load on the motor shaft was gradually

increased till the motor runs very near to the lowest possible speed before stalling of

the motor. The corresponding torque to this lowest possible speed is noted. Then the

torque speed curve is drawn with torque along Y-axis and speed along the X-axis.

The torque-speed curve is extrapolated backward till it cuts the torque axis i,eat zero

speed of the motor. The torque at this point of intersection with the torque axis (y_

axis) is the starting torque of the motor. The starting torque thus obtained is identical

to that of the starting torque found earlier as per Lab-Yolt instructions. The complete

experimental setups are shown in figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 respectively. Motor

under test with the LAB YOLT dynamometer is shown in figure 4.9. The motor is
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coupled to the dynamometer with the help of rubber belt and the torque on the

dynamometer can be set by a rotary knob. Figure also shows a tacho-generator to

record the speed of the motor. The power supply unit provides three phase and single

phase supply required for the motor and the dynamometer respectively. The

measuring units like wattmeter and ammeter are shown in the second row of figure

4.9. Figure 4.10 shows the set up to record the current wave shape in a PC. Voltage

proportional to the stator current is fed to the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope has

facilities to perform different math functions on the waves being studied. Fast

Fourier Transform at different sampling frequency can be performed and the wave

shape obtained after FFT have been saved in the PC.

Figure 4.9 Experimental set up

,
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Figure 4.10 Experimental set up

Figure 4.11 Motor coupled to dynamometer

An attempt was made to make higher conductivity rotor by casting the rotor slots

with copper (figure 4.5). However, due to high melting point of copper and lack of

availability of modem casting facilities, the casting process could not be

satisfactorily done and the copper rotor did not produce the expected results.
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4.3 Experimental Measurement

Measurement was first made on the standard motor with aluminum rotor. After'

recording the necessary data, the standard motor was replaced by motor with ten iron

strips inserted in the rotor. Similar data to that of standard motor was recorded for
"this motor. Subsequently, same set of data was recorded for motors with five, three

and two rotor strips respectively. Although the copper rotor motor did not produce

satisfactory results, for a comparative study, test result for this motor was also

recorded and represented through graphical plots. All the readings of motors are
presented in Appendix A.

For each type of rotor configuration, the curves presented are; Torque Vs Speed,

locked rotor current Vs motor line voltage, efficiency Vs speed and power factor Vs

speed. With the increase of number of strips inserted in the rotor, the performance of

the motor sharply degraded (as expected) and the corresponding curves (efficiency

and power factor) for those motors are not presented. In these motors, with the

enhancement of number of strips in the rotor the starting torque enhanced with the

reduction of locked rotor current. First, the curves for the motor with ten rotor strips

(each strip of O.2mm thickness) are presented. Then the performance of the motor

with insertion of five, three and two strips are presented. The performance of these

motors is compared with the perfonnance of the standard motor with aluminum
rotor.

Each motor after fixing on the test bench was driven at no load (with the torque

setting zero) on the dynamometer. Then the torque on the motor shaft was gradually

increased and for each torque setting, the speed, current and power were noted.

Power factor and efficiency for each rotor configuration were calculated from the

experimental data thus obtained.
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4.3.1: Performance o~thestandard motor (Aluminum rotor motor)

The curves for the pti~~Aluminum rotor are shown in figure 4.12. Maximum torque

occurs at a speed of 600 rpm with corresponding slip of 60"10 and the rated motor

current under locked rotor condition is obtained at the motor line voltage of 170V.
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Figure 4.12 Performance of the standard motor

At the rated load (1.1 N-m), the slip is 10"10 and the power factor is 0.65. The full

load efficiency is around 46%. Locked rotor current of 0.90 ampere has been

obtained with the motor line voltage of 220V. In the normal running region of the

motor torque speed curve shows a linear relationship. Both power factor and

efficiency decreases with the increase of speed. The starting torque is about 1.55 N-

m.
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4.3.2: Performance of the motor with ten strips in the rotor
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Figure 4.13 Performance curves for motor with ten rotor strips

From figure 4.13, it can be seen that the performance of the motor with ten rotor

strips is not satisfilctOlY due to high resistance arising due to insertion of excessive

number of strips in the rotor. Although the locked rotor current is significantly low,

but the motor becomes sluggish and runs with a very low speed at the rated load and

this configuration cannot be used to derive enhanced performance from the motor.

The number of strips inserted in the rotor was gradually reduced to improve the

motor performance. The next set of figures show the characteristic curves for the

motor with five rotor strips (figure 4.14).

4.3.3: Performance of the motor with fIVestrips in the rotor

For five strips in the rotor, the locked rotor current has increased compared to the

motor with ten strips. The torque slip curve shows substantial improvement but the

slip is high (50010)at the rated load of the motor. For a motor line voltage of250V the

locked rotor current is O.65A and the motor breakdown torque occurs at a slip of

goolo.Thus the motor has sluggish response and in the normal running region of the

motor the torque slip curve is nonlinear and the magnitude of torque sharply

decreases with the increase of speed. So fur further improvement of motor

performance, rotor with three iron strips was fabricated and its performance curves

are shown in figure 4.15.

J)',t
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Figure 4.14 Perfonnance curves for motor with five rotor iron strips in the rotor

4.3.4: Performance of the motor with tbree strips in the rotor
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Figure 4.15: Perfonnance curves for motor with three iron strips in the rotor

Although rotor with three iron strips has less starting torque compared to five strip

rotor, but the overall perfonnance of the three strips motor is much improved. A

comparative study of figures 4.14 and 4.15 shows that at the rated load, the slip for

three strip rotor is 20% where as at the same rated load, 50"10 slip has been obtained

for rotor with five iron strips. The maximum torque for three strip rotor occurs at

60"10 and that of five strip rotor occurred at 80%. A linear torque speed curve has

been obtained in the operating region of the motor with three strips also this curve

has flattened around the region of maximum torque showing enhancement of the

stable region of the motor.

.jT
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4.3.5 Performance of the motor with two strips in the rotor

As the motor under test is a fractional HP motor having high rotor resistance, so

large number of insertion of the iron strips are not possible. Insertion of two strips in

the rotor gives the torque-speed curve which almost coincides with the curve of the

standard motor. Higher starting torque has been obtained with reduced starting

current. Also the efficiency curves are identical when compared to the standard

motor. A detailed comparative study on the performance of the motor with different

rotor configurations has been shown later in this chapter.
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Figure 4.16: Performance curves for motor with two iron strips in the rotor

4.3.6 Copper Rotor Motor

As the casting for the motor could not be accurately done due to high melting point

of copper and lack of modem casting facilities for high temperature material like

copper, so the test results found were not satisfactory. The copper motor gave low

starting

.,.
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torque and the response to the variation ofload was sluggish. The rated current under

blocked rotor condition was obtained at a motor line voltage of 240 volts. The

torque-Speed curve and the locked rotor current curves are presented in figure 4.17.

4.3.7 Comparative study of Three Phase Motor with different Rotor
configurations

Torque Speed Curve for different Rotor Configurations
2.5

1

2

IiZ 1.5
.5
••:s
~
~

0.5 - Standard Motor with AI..Rotor
- Motor with Two Rotor Strips
- Motor with Three Rotor Strips
- Motor with Five Rotor Strips

500 1lID
Speed In RPM

1500

Figure 4.18: Torque-Speed Curve for 3-Phase Motor of different
Rotor configurations
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From the torque speed (figure 4.18) curve it is seen that the running performance of

the motors with Aluminum rotor and rotor with two iron strips are identical. The

starting torque of the two iron strip rotor shows an enhancement of about 15%. Thus

the motor running performance is unaffected although higher starting torque has

been achieved. Although the rotors with three and five iron strips show significant

increase in the starting torque, their running performance is affected due to high

resistance arising because of increased number of iron strips. So, rotor with two iron

strips can be regarded as the ideal case of ferromagnetic insertion for enhancement of

starting performance in small and medium size motors. Theoretical study in chapter

3 also validates the experimental results thus obtained. Wrth the introduction of iron

strips the torque speed curve tends to get flattened around the breakdown region of

the motor showing enhancement of the stable area of operation of the motor.

Locked Rotor Ampere LRA

:m50

- AI. rotor
- 2-Strip rolor
- 3-Slrip rolor
- 5-Strip rolor
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Figure 4.19: StartingCurrent for 3-phaseMotor with different Rotor configumtions

Figure 4.19 shows the locked rotor current (Starting current) for different rotor

configumtions. From the figure it can be seen that the mted locked rotor current

(O.65A) has been obtained at different motor voltages for different rotor
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configurations. Roughly 18% less line voltage is required for the motor with two iron

strips when compared with the motor with the standard Aluminum rotor.

Table 4.1: Table showing starting torque and percentage increase of starting
torque with iron insertion

Type of TStart % Calculated %Slip at Remarks
Rotor N-m Increase Value ofTsT Maxm.

Torque
Aluminum 1.55 1.57 58
Rotor
Rotor with 1.78 14.8 1.78 60 Satisfactory
Two iron Perfomlance
strips
Rotor with 1.95 25.8 2.05 66.6 Slightly
Three Iron Sluggish
strips reSDonse
Rotor with 2.05 32.2 2.1 76.6 Extremely
Five iron strips sluggish

response

Table 4.2: Table showing starting current for different rotor configurations

Voltage AI. Rotor Rotor with Rotor with Rotor with
2 strips . 3 strips 5 strips

Starting Current at .87A 0.70A O.63A O.55A
Motor Line Voltage of
220 Volts
% decrease Reference 19.5% 27.5% 36.7%
in current Value
Starting Current at O.65A 0.58A OA9A OAOA

Motor Line Voltage of
160 Volts
% decrease Reference 10.7% 24.6% 3804%
in current Value
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4.3.8 Performance of the single phase motor

(a) (b)

Figure 4.20: (a) Single Phase Motor (b) Single phase windings placed in stator slots

In order' to use the same set of rotors fabricated for the 3-phase fractional HP motor,

stator windings of one, of the 3-phase motors purchased was taken out and new

windings were placed in the stator slots to convert the motor into a single phase

motor. This single phase motor had both starting and running windings. However,

'measurements were taken with the running winding connected to the supply voltage.

This is because as the single phase motor does not have starting torque, so study of

starting torque has not been considered. The starting winding was disconnected after

the motor has attained its rated speed. The load on the motor shaft was gradually'

increased by coupling the motor with dynamometer..The speed of the motor was

recorded for different torque settings. Same sets of reading were taken for rotors of
different configurations,

Also for each rotor configuration, the locked rotor current against motor terminal

voltage was, noted. With the increased number of strips, the motor response was

sluggish and like three phase rotor geometry, two strips inserted in the rotor of the

single phase motor gave the better performance. The torque-Speed curve and the

/
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locked rotor current (LRA) Vs motor terminal voltage curves are shown in figures

4.21 and 4.22 respectively.
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Figure 4.21: Torque Speed curve for Single phase motor.
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Figure 4.22: Locked Rotor Current-Voltage Curve for
Single phase Motor
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The result of torque speed curve of the single phase motor is significant. From figure

4.19 it can be seen that higher running torque has been obtained for the motor with

two iron strips in the rotor compared to the single phase standard motor. For a small

motor, (R2'/Zsi is much greater than (X2Y and the skin effect is significantly

prominent for such type of motors due to backward rotating mmf. Thus compared to

3-phase motor, higher skin effect is experienced by the ferromagnetic material

inserted in the rotor which generates higher torque through out the stable region of

the motor (equations 2.20, 2.21). For the similar reason, locked rotor current has

been reduced fur the motor with ferromagnetic insertion.
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4.4 MATLAB simulation results
Experimentally determined motor parameters are introduced in a MATLAB

simulation program and the following curves are obtained for the standard

Aluminum Three phase motor.
,

Figure 4.23: simulated curves for the standard 3-phase motor (a) Torque-Slip Curve
(b) Power factor-Slip Curve (c) Stator current-slip curve (d) Stator Current-Slip
Curve
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The starting torque found from experimental data and from simulation results are

almost identical. Also experimental values of power factor and efficiency are in

agreement with the simulated results. Experimental data fur power factor and

efficiency could satisfactorily be obtained in the operating region of the motor only

because the motor becomes unstable in the low speed region after crossing the

breakdown torque. The torque-slip curves for the motor with different sizes of

ferromagnetic insertion are shown in figure 4.24.

T-S Curve with Varlatlon of thickness of Iron StrIp Inserted In the Rotor
2.5

2

~Z 1.5
.E
••
~
{!.

- Standard Motor
0.5 - 4mm strip inserted in rotor

- 10mm strip inserted in rotot
- 20mm strip inserted in rotor

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Slip

1

Figure 4.24: Torque-Slip curve for different rotor configuration

The Torque-slip curve for the standard motor is represented by the blue line. The

green line shows the torque-slip relationship for the motor with two iron strips. The

thickness of each strip is 0.20mm. Red line is the torque slip curve with five iron

strips in the rotor, the thickness of each strip is also 0.2Omm.The line represented by

cyan shows the torque slip relationship with 10 iron strip (each of thickness 0.2 rom)

inserted in the rotor. In the normal operating region of the motor, the standard motor

(blue) performance and the performance of the motor with two strips almost coincide

showing identical performance for both the motors ~e running perfurmance of the

motor is not degraded due to insertion of strips in the rotor.
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4.5 Current wave shapes for different rotor configuration

The wave shapes for different rotor configurations were studied to calculate total

harmonic distortion (THD) for the standard motor and for motors with iron insertion.

The stator current of the motor was recorded by an ammeter. Voltage drop across the

ammeter was applied to a storage oscilloscope for recording the wave shapes. The

wave shape on the oscilloscope was collected to a PC through a DSO controller

acquisition card and its associated software. The oscilloscope has a built in math

function by which Fast Fourier Transfoml (FFT) can be perfomled on the wave

shape appearing on the screen of the oscilloscope. Original current wave and wave
shape obtained after FFT operation were saved in a Pc.

Figure 4.25(a) shows the stator current (motor rated current O.65A) wave shape and

figure 4.25(b) shows the corresponding FFT. Similar set of wave and its FFT are

shown in figure 4.25(c) and (d) respectively for the motor having two iron strips in

the rotor. Figure 4.26 shows current wave shapes and the corresponding FFT for

motor having five and ten iron strips inserted in the rotor respectively. Total

harmonic distortion shows significant improvement with increased number of iron

strips inserted in the rotor with the exception of figure 4.26(f) where THD is slightly

higher compared to motor with two iron strips. This may be due to excessive noise
generated for this particular case.

For single phase motor also (figure 4.27) insertion of iron strip in the rotor gives a
better value of THD.
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4.5.1: CUlTeDt wave shape & Fast Fourier Trausform for 3-phase motor

, .
e!!l

Figure 4.25: Stator Current wave shapes and corresponding Fast Fourier transform
for different rotor configurations. a) Standard motor b) FFT for current of standard
motor c) motor with two iron strips d) FFT for current of motor with two iron strips
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Current wave shape & Fast Fourier Transform for 3-phase motor (Contd.)
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Figure 4.26: Stator Current wave shapes and corresponding Fast Fourier transform
for different rotor configurations. e) Current wave shape for motor with five rotor
strips f)FFT for current of motor with five rotor strips g) Current wave shape for
motor with ten rotor strips h) FFT for current of the motor with ten rotor strips
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4.5.2: Current wave shape & Fast Fourier Transform for I-phase motor
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Figure 4.27: Stator Current wave shapes and corresponding Fast Fourier transform
for different rotor configurations. a)Single phase standard motor b) FFT for current
of standard motor c) Single phase motor with two iron strips d) FFT for current of
single phase motor with two iron strips
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4.6 Discussion on the results

Experimental results show marked improvement in the starting perf0l111anCe of the

three phase induction motor. Due to ferromagnetic insertion, starting torque

increases and starting current (locked rotor current) decreases without having any

significant effect on the running perf0l111anCeof the motor.

As the motor under test was a fractional horse power three phase squirrel cage

induction motor having high rotor and stator resistances, so insertion of iron strip of

extremely small thickness (OAmm) was enough to show marked improvement in the

starting performance of the motor. Also it can be seen from the figure 4.21, the

torque-Speed curve for the original motor and the motor with two iron strips in the

. rotor almost coincided in the normal operating region of the motor. This reveals that

running performance of both the motors is identical at low slip values. However, at

. high values of slip (at low speed of the motor), the torque-speed curve for the two

strip rotor motor runs above the torque speed curve of the standard motor signifying

generation of higher starting torque for the ferromagnetic rotor. With the increase of

the number of strips in the rotor, the curve tends to be flattened in the region of the

maximum torque of the motor. This result is significant and proves that insertion of

iron strip enhances the region of stability of the motor i,e motor does not stall

abruptly unlike the original standard motor.

Also there has been significant improvement in the starting current of the motor with

the introduction of iron strips in the rotor. In a power system, most of the loads are

either single phase or three phase squirrel cage induction motors. So, starting KV A

requirement for any power system can be significantly reduced with the introduction

of ferromagnetic material in the rotor. Other important results obtained are i)

improvement of power factor in the normal operating region of the motor with the

insertion of ferromagnetic material and ii) similar efficiency in the operating region

for the standard motor and the motor with iron insertion.
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4.6.1 Comments on Power Factor and Efficiency

Iron strips were introduced at the end ring to enhance the rotor resistance by 15f! at

the starting point of the motor by utilizing the skin effect. This increased rotor

resistance diminishes significantly as the motor attains its rated speed. It can be seen

from the efficiency-speed curve, the efficiency in the stable region of the motor

almost remains the same for motor with Aluminum rotor and the motor having rotor

with iron strip. This is significant in the sense that overall running performance of

the motor remains unaffected due to introduction of the iron strip as the skin effect

diminishes at the rated speed of the motor.

For a certain speed range (1250-1350 rpm) the change in power factor for the two

types of rotor (Fig. 3.24) is not appreciable, but as the load increases on the motor,

the pf shows a rising tendency for the rotor with iron strip. This is expected as

shifting towards the starting position of the motor introduces more resistance in the

rotor due to lise in rotor frequency, which ultimately increases the power factor.

4.6.2 Comments on the current wave shapes & harmonics:

A glance at figures 4.25 to 4.27 reveals that harmonics are appreciably suppressed by

insertion of ferromagnetic material in the rotor. Figure 4.25(a) shows the current

wave shape (at the rated current) of the standard motor and (b) represents its

corresponding Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). From figure 4.25(b) it can be seen that

sub harmonics above and below the fundamental frequency are present in the motor.

Also odd harmonics (third, fifth and seventh) are dominant. The total harmonic

distortion (THD) is 1.349.

Figure 4.25(c) shows tne current wave shape of the motor with two iron strips

inserted in the rotor. Figure 4.25(d) shows its FFT. In this case also similar sub

harmonics below and above the fundamental are present like that of the standard

motor, however the sub harmonic above the fundamental is 50% less. Compared to

the standard motor, the 3rd harmonic is less by 30% and the 5th and 7th harmonics are

around 20% less. The THD for the motor with iron insertion in the rotor gives the

value ofTHD 1.188 which is 88% of the THD of the standard motor.

Figure 4.26(g) represents current wave shape with 10 iron strips inserted in the rotor.

In this case also, odd harmonics are less compared to the standard motor and that of
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the motor with two iron strips inserted in the rotor. THD for this motor has been
found to be 1.063.

For the single phase standard motor, the current wave shape has been shown in

figure 4.27(a) and its FFT is shown in figure (b). For the motor with two iron strips

in the rotor, the current wave shape and the corresponding FFT are shown in figures

4.27 (c) and 4.27(d) respectively. Although sub harmonics for both the waves are

identical, but higher harmonics for the motor with iron insertion in the rotor are

suppressed showing less THD value for this modified rotor geometry. In this case,

THD for the standard motor has been found to be 1.0I and that of the motor with two
iron strips is 0.90.



Chapter 5

Validation of Proposed Scheme

5.1 THEORETICAL CALCULATION

Equation 2.4 is written below for the calculation of starting torque.

T=
R'

3xf' X_2
2

S

OJ,

Applying Thevenin's Theorem to the motor equivalent circuit (p 20-21, Chapter-2)

and using the formula for torque (Eqn.2.4) the motor performance can be evaluated.

The data from the no load and Blocked Rotor tests are first used to determine the

equivalent circuit parameters of the motor. The parameters are:

I) Determination of Machine parameters (All referred to the stator), Y connected
Motor'

No load test:

Phase Voltage = 207V [360V (L-L)]

Phase Power = 37W

Line current = 0.47A
Volt-Ampere input SNL= VNLINL= 207*0.47 = 97.29VA
Reactive input QNL= [SNL2- PNL2]'/2 = 90 VAR

2Total Reactance XNL= QNJINL = 407.4ohms = X,+XM
All the above values are referred to the stator side of the motor.



Blocked Rotor test:

Line Voltage = 160V

Phase Power = 41W

Line current = 0.65A

ZSR= VsRlIsR = 92.3110.65 = 1420

RT= PsR/IBRz= 41/(.65)z = 970

XSR = [Zn/ - R1lRZ]j/z= 103.70

Xj= X2 = XBR/2 = j51.80

XM = XNL- Xj= j355.60

Rj+Rz~= 970

Measured stator resistance/phase Rj= 570

Rotor resistance (referred to stator) Rz' = 400

VTH=Thevenin's Voltage at the terminals AB (Fig. 2.3) = 175 Volts.

ZTH=Thevenin's Equivalent Impedance looking into AB: (figure 2.3

reproduced below)

RTH+XTH=42.6+j51. I

Also Rz'=47, Xz'= 51.8

A
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R2' X2'

Xm R2'(1-s)/s
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Value of Rm is three times higher than Xm and IS neglected. The Thevenin's
equivalent circuit reduces to:

RTH XTH R2' X2'

~ I
R2'(1-sys

rv VTH

Figure 2.4 has been reproduced above for the calculation of CUlTentand power factor.

The CUlTentequation for the motor is given by equation 2.3

VT~

{[ RTH + ;} +(XTH +x;),}

Calculated Results for different rotor configurations

Standard Motor Motor with two Iron Strips

Rotor CUlTent= 1- 1.33A Rotor CUlTent- 1.23A
pf= 0.64 pf= 0.70

Starting Torque= 1.60N-m Starting Torque= 1.78 N-m

Maximum Torque= 2.25 N-m. Maximum Torque= 2.25N-m

Motor with Three Iron strips Motor with Five Iron strips

Rotor CUlTent= 1.22 A Rotor CUlTent = 1.20 A
pf= 0.75 pf= 0.77

Starting Torque = 2.05N-m. Starting Torque= 2.1 N-m

Maximum Torque = 2.25 N-m Maximum Torque = 2.25 N-m.

•••
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5.2Torque and current characteristic of induction motor by SLIM

The SLIM software developed by AREV A T&D Limited [48] is an useful software

to evaluate motor performance. SLIM software is based on finite element method

(FEM analysis). SLIM uses window based environment in which the software

modules may be used concurrently and thus allow the user to move freely between

tasks. Four basic steps involved in slim are .i) Mesh generation ii) Solver data

preparation iii) Field solution and iv) Post processing. Analysis is done on a 2-D

cartesian model formed from a section of the machine under study with a single pole

being modeled. The remainder of the machine is implied with periodic boundaries.

First rotor dimensions (in metric) are introduced in a template. In another template

rotor bar profiles are inserted. Then mesh for the rotor is built after introducing the

dimension through a command "Build mesh". A separate fom1 is selected to

introduce the stator dimensions and stator slot dimensions. Like rotor mesh

generation, stator mesh is also generated in the similar manner. Later both stator and

rotor meshes are joined together. The material properties of stator and rotor are

inserted in a form called "data preparation tool". Material properties like

permeability, stacking factor, winding type, conductivity etc are introduced from the

slim library. For the rotor bar I and rotor bar 10 of the 90 KW motor the relative

permeability has been chosen as 5000 (permeability of iron) and for the rest of the

rotor bars relative penneability of I (Aluminum) is chosen to simulate the condition

of introduction of ferromagnetic material in the rotor. For the winding, the input

current and the turns per phase are assigned. The machine parameters like voltage,

phase, frequency, phase resistance, pitch factor (.97) and distribution factor (.95) of

the stator winding are introduced. Then Dirichlet boundary condition on the outer

surface of the stator is introduced. In this case, the potential is (0-0). Then the post

processing phase is initiated to generate the torque-speed and the current-slip curves.

Iron insertion in the rotor shows significant increase of starting torque with decrease

of starting current.
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5.2.1 Mesh generation for the 1/4 HP 3-Phase Motor.

The parameters (in mm) introduced in the

rotor template are:
Rotor bar Topology (Figure 5.1)

Rotor Radius:

Rotor air-gap:

Shaft radius:

Number of rotor bars in machine:

Number of rotor bars in mesh:

Rotor bar Topology:

28.8375

0.155

6.905

30
10

do: distance to rotor surface:

d 1 : rotor bar depth: 10.1

d2': rotor neck depth: 0.4

wI: rotor bar side width: 3

w2: side width at lower end:

Fig 5.1(a) Outline of Rotor in a 90° section. (b) Dimension of each rotor slot
for y., HP motor
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Slot width top W2 : 4

Stator bore radius: 29.305

Stator depth: 51

Stator air gap: 0.155

Number of Stator slots: 24

12

0.01

0.01

0.01

6

4Slot width (bore) W3:

The next step is to construct the stator portion mesh. The parameters introduced for
the stator are: (in mm):

Slot depth d,:

Bridge depth d2:

Wedge inner depth d3:

Winding depth d4:

Slot width bottom WI:

h
dl

!
I

p, :,~ w3 I', d3

Figure 5.2: (a) 90° Section of Stator (b) Dimension of stator slot
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Fig.5.3 Mesh for YolIP 3-Phase motor (a) Stator mesh (90° section) (b) Rotor mesh
(c) Combined Stator and Rotor mesh Total nodes 1355, total element 2496 for Yo hp
motor
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5.2.2 Mesh Generation & Performanee Curves for 90KW 415V 3-Phase
Motor:

Although stator and rotor mesh can be generated for the fractional horse power

motor under test by SLIM software, however the software does not support the post

processing phases for the small motor for the generation of torque-Slip and Current

slip curves. In order to validate the performance enhancement obtained from the

practical results a 90 KW motor is taken as reference and necessary motor data are

inserted in the template wizard. The rotor slot dimensions and necessary rotor

dimensions are introduced first. Then the rotor mesh is generated as shown in figure

5.6(b).

Rotor radius: 128.875, Rotor air gap: 0.3 Shaft radius: 52, Number of bars in
Machine: 40 Number of bars in mesh:IO, do=0.6, d]=32, d2=6, d3=4, w]=9.6,
w2=5, w3=3,W4=6.5, t]=1.5 (dimensions are in 0101).

Figure5.4: a) Rotor slot dimension and b) Rotor 90° section
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Then stator dimensions are introduced in the stator template wizard to generate the
stator mesh. The corresponding meshes.are shown in figure 5.6

-.-\'11--.

a

dl

h

Figure 5.5: (a) Stator Slot dimension (b) 90° Section of the Stator Slot.

Stator bore radius: 129.725
Stator depth=70.3

Number of stator slots=48
d1=34, d2=1, d3=0.72, d4=2,
wl=12, w2=8.5,w3=4.5
Stator air gap width=0.3,

The above dimensions in (mm) are inserted in the stator template wizard. Optimum

mesh generation is made by varying the mesh generation concentration option tool.
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"

Figure 5.6: Mesh for 90 KW motor. (a) Stator mesh (b) Rotor mesh (c) Combined
Stator & Rotor mesh
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Figure 5.7: Torque Speed Curve of 90 KW motor (by SLIM simulation software)
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Figure 5.8: Current Slip Curve of90 KW motor (by SLIM simulation software)
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5.2.3 Discussion on the simulation results

From the torque speed and current slip curves of the simulated results, it can be seen

that the starting torque increases by more than 24% while the starting current

decreases by 25% (figures 5.7 and 5.8 respectively). As mentioned earlier,

ferromagnetic materials have been introduced in two rotor slots to simulate a rotor

with iron insertion. In this case, iron has been inserted in rotor slot number I and slot

number 10 respectively in the 90° section of the rotor. The curves are generated in

the post processing phase as mentioned before. The simulation software slim also

validates the practical results of the proposed scheme of enhancement of starting

performance by introduction of ferromagnetic material in the rotor. Figure 5.7 also

validates that by ferromagnetic insertion, the lUl1I1ingperformance of the motor has

not at all degraded. Rather, the curve representing the original motor without any

insertion in the rotor and the curve representing the ferromagnetic rotor have

coincided in the normal operating region of the motor which proves that running

performance due to insertion of magnetic material in the rotor has not been affected.

In comparison to the original rotor, current for the rotor with ferromagnetic insertion

showed gradual decrease with the increase of slip. Maximum decrease of current has

been obtained at the standstill condition of the motor as expected.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Conclusion

Squirrel cage motors are the most commonly used motors and their applications as

residential, commercial and industrial uses are immensdy large. During starting,

these motors produce large voltage dips due to high starting cunent requiring higher
size transformers and generators.

In this research work, insertion of Feno-magnetic material at the end connections of

the motor has proved to be an effective method of reducing the starting current and

increasing the starting torque. During the research work, special attention was given

in the design work so that rotor modifications required are kept at a minimum level.

This has been done to minimize the manufacturing cost of the machine and to make

the rotor casting process simple. Casting of aluminum in rotor slots and at the end

ring positions after placement of iron strips is very simple with no extra casting
technique or special tools required for such casting.

The main focus of the research work has been to utilize the skin effect property of

ferromagnetic material by inserting this material within the rotor end ring. Mixing of

iron granules with aluminum or copper as .suggested in literature review for

improvement of performance of squirrel cage .motors have limitations. Mixture of

iron and aluminum is highly viscous and there is possibility of void space formation

during the casting process. In this research work, the iron insertion is external to the

rotor conductors that make the manufacturing process simpler and cheap. Another

proposal put forward in the literature review is to employ HTS (High temperature

superconducting tape) over the rotor conductors and end rings. This makes the

fabrication of the rotor quitc complicated and needs special tools for manufacture of
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. I
such modified rotors. Smooth mixing of iron with aluminum is not possible due to

large density variations of thcse materials and there are possibilities that iron

particles if the sizes are too small will float on the surface ofIiquid aluminum during

casting process. There are possibilities of formation of void space as well.

Considering all these points, insertion of iron at the end ring may be considered as a

better choice of improving the starting performance of the motor.

Simulated results and the experimental results highlight the following points;

With reference to figure 4.18, starting torque with two iron strips in the rotor shows

an enhancement of around 15% compared to the starting torque of the standard

motor. The same figure indicates an increase of starting torque to nearly 26% for the

motor with three iron strips in the rotor. This motor with three iron strips shows

slightly sluggish response. Further enhancement of starting toque has been attained

with higher number of strips inserted in the rotor. But the running perfOlmance of the

motor is seriously affected under such circumstances. Figure 4.19 shows locked rotor

current for different rotor configurations. At the motor line to line voltage of 220V

under locked rotor condition, starting current decrease by 20% with two strips in the

rotor when compared to the blocked rotor current of the standard motor. Motor with

three strips gave 27% decrease of starting current when compared to the starting

current of the standard motor. The simulated Torque slip CUrve(figure 4.24) shows

that the CUrvebecomes more flattened in the region of the maximum torque of the

motor with the introduction of iron strips in the rotor. This indicates broader stable

region and higher pick up of the motor that will reduce the accelerating time of the
motor.

Table A.3 shows performance data for the standard motor. The rated load for the

motor is 1.18 N-m and at full load efficiency is about 46%. For the same rated load,

the two strip iron rotor motor gave an efficiency of 45% (Table A.4). Two strip

motor has slightly less efficiency, but this does not show any serious shortcomings

due to introduction of iron strips in the rotor. The efficiency for both the rotor
configurations may be assumed to be identical.

A comparative study of power factor vs speed from figures 4.12 (curves for standard

motor) and 4.16 (curves for two strip rotor) respectively shows that at the rated load,

, .
i '"
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two strip rotor has higher power factor (0.75) compared to that of the standard motor

(0.71). The starting current has been appreciably reduced by inse'1ion of iron at the

end rings. The motors taken for the research work is a small Y. hp motor. Due to

physical dimensions and due to high motor parameter values of the equivalent circuit

(especially high stator and rotor resistances), there were some limitations for having

large variation of starting torque of the motor. Simulation through SLIM also shows

24% increase in starting torque and 25% decrease in starting current.

Salient outcome of ferromagnetic insertion as achieved in this research work has

been summarized below:

• Ferromagnetic insertion has been proposed at the end ring connection. Such

insertion' is simple due to advantageous location of the end ring. No

complicated casting method (like high pressure die casting) is necessary and

there is no risk of void space formation during casting.

• Better running performance has been achieved for single phase fractional

horse power motor due to iron inse.1ion in the rotor.

• For 3-phase motor, the torque speed curve flattens at the peak due to iron

insertion. This indicates enhancement of the region ofst,ibility of the motor.

• Overall power factor of the motor improves with iron insertion.

• The overall efficiency in the normal operating region of the motor remains

almost unchanged (compared to the original motor) due to iron insertion.

6.2 Limitations of the work

Due to small range of equipments available in the lab, the motor selected for the

research work is a small' fractional hp motor. Due to its high stator and rotor

resistances, the'starting torque could be varied within a small range by variation of

rotor resistance through ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor. Although increasing the

number of strips in d,e rotor reduces the starting current of the motor but at the same

time the running performance of the 1110tordegrades due to high parameter values of

the standard motor. Even with introduction of five thin strips (each 0.2 mm thick) the

motor response was sluggish.

~"
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Also due to the small thickness of the iron strip found by theoretical calculation, iron

strip could not be uniformly distributed between each slot of the rotor at the end ring

position. Rather these strips were lumped in certain rotor slot positions. This might

have led to uneven distribution of rotor current. For a large size motor such problem

of non uniforn1 distribution of iron strip may be avoided due to low equivalent circuit

parameter values. However, due to small size of the motor, no abnorn1al performance

was noted as far as unbalance rotor current is concerned. But for a large motor if

strips are lumped in certain region of the rotor, then some unbalance or knocking

may occur.

6.3 Suggestions for further research

I) As skin effect is dependent relative permeability of the material to be inserted,

magnetic material with high permeability and good conductivity may be used to have

better starting performance of the moior. One such conductor may be Finemet (Fe-

Si-Fe) having permeability in the range 10,000 to 15000.

2) The acceleration of a motor load system is caused by the difference between the

developed torque (motor) and the absorbed torque (load). The larger the difference

the faster the acceleration and less time is required to attain the full speed of the

motor. As starting torque has increased with the introduction of iron strips, so the

accelerating time of the motor at rated load is expected to reduce. Further study can

be made about the effect on accelerating time with insertion of ferromagnetic

material in the rotor.

3) As the research work shows that major harmonics can be suppressed with the

introduction of iron strips in the rotor, further study can be made to analyze the

harmonic contents in the system with different rotor configurations. Periodic

variation of magnetic circuit reluctance caused by rotor and stator slots results in a

non sinosoidal space distribution on the rotating flux. Analysis of this rotating flux

pattern shows that it consists of a number of rotating field called space harmonics.

The 5th space harmonic norn1ally rotates backward at 1/5th speed of fundamental

while the ih space harmonic rotates forward at Il7th speed of the fundamental and so

forth. The component of torque produced by 5th and ih harmonics are called parasitic

torques and may cause undesirable bumps and dips in the motor torque
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characteristics during acceleration of the motor. Effect on such sub harmonic torques

on the motor performance may be studied with ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor.

In this research work, harmonic suppression has been achieved with iron insertion in

the rotor. Based on this finding, parasitic torques may decrease with iron insertion in

the rotor.

4) As single phase fractional horse power motors are widely and commonly used

motors, the performance of such type of motors may be studied by insertion of high

conductivity and high permeability materials in the rotor.

5) Also it is necessary to study critically whether there is generation of noise and

vibration in 3-phase and single phase motors due to non uniform distribution of iron

strips in the rotor in cases when uniform distribution of ferromagnetic strips insetted

between rotor slots is not possible.

6) In this research work better running performance has been found for single phase

fractional horse power motor with only running winding of the motor energized.

Further study can be made on the performance of such motors with both starting and

running windings in the circnit with ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor.

7) Optimum casting process with ferromagnetic insertion in the rotor of squirrel cage

induction motors may be studied for adoption in industries.
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APPENDIX A
A.I Important Formulae

1
Skin Depth {j = (

rcf
fl
cr
)'/2 where fl is the permeability of the material and

cr is the conductivity of the material. For commercial Iron, fl r is 5000 and the
conductivity cr is 107 0 -m.

2. Effective Resistance R, = _1,-[1 + _l_(ro )'] per unit length.
TCro cr 48 Ii

Where ro is the conductor outer radius

3. The effective resistance for a slab of length L and width w is given by:

L
R = -- ohms where L is the length and w is the thickness in m.wcrli

1) Determination of Machine parameters (All referred to the stator), Y
connected Motor.

No load test:

Phase Voltage = 207V [ 360V(L-L)]

Phase Power = 37W

Line current = 0.47A

Volt-Ampere input SNL= VNLINL= 207*0.47 = 97.29VA

Reactive input QNL= [SNL2-PNL2]112= 90 VAR

Total Reactance XNL= QNJINL2= 407.4ohms = X1+XM

Blocked Rotor test:

Line Voltage = 160V

Phase Power = 41W

Line current = 0.65A

Zm, = VBR/IDR= 92.31/0.65 = 1420
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RT= PBR/IB/ = 411(.65i = 970
XBR= [ZBR2- RBR2]112= 103.70

X1=X2= XBRI2 = j51.80

XM = XNL- X1= j355.60
R1+R2= 970
Measured stator resistance/phase R1=570

Rotor resistance (referred to stator) R2= 400

A.2 Calculation of Resistance of the iron strip inserted at the end ring.

Using eqn. 3.3 the skin depth for the iron has been found to be 0.318mm.

MR .- ohms.
a*{(A+B-2o)}*20

The stator has 12 sets of coils each coil consisting of 250 turns. The stator has

24 slots. So, each phase contains 4 sets of coils. The number of turns per

phase is 1000. All the rotor conductors are shorted by end rings. The number

of turns per phase in the rotor stands at I. The turns ratio 'a' is 1000/1.

For optimum starting torque, the value of rotor resistance was found to be 10

ohms (referred to the stator). The value of the rotor resistance referred to the
rotor side is: 15/a2= ohms.

Putting the values of A, B, a and 0.

Or, 0.0000 I0 =' /',L '.
0.5x 107[(.011)+ (.005 -,000636 )]x.000318

Or, /',L= 0.46mm. Two strips each of .2mm fabricated as shown in fig.4.8

At the normal speed of the motor (1470 rpm; 2% slip) the rotor frequency drops
down to I Hz.

At this frequency of 1Hz, the skin depth becomes 2.25mm. The value of the

resistance of the iron strip becomes 2.5xlO'6 ohms referred to the rotor i,e 2.5 ohms

referred to the stator. Thus the value of the rotor resistance at the normal speed

becomes 25% of that of resistance at the starting of the motor (resistance decreased
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by 75%). Due to fall in the resistance of the rotor at the rated speed, the normal

performance of the motor at the rated load remains unaffected.

A.3 Motor Name Plate Data

3-phase Squirrel Cage Induction Motor

380V, 0.65A, 1400 rpm, Y

0.18KW, 0.25HP, 50Hz

IP 44, Insul. B, Ambient Temp. = 40°C

Manufacturer: Jinlong Heavy Industry Co. China.

Detailed Machine Rating:

1. Full load Output: 0.25 HP

2. Line Voltage: 380V

3. Frequency: 50 HZ

4. Phase: 3

5. Efficiency: N/A

6. P.f: 0.8

7. No. of Poles: 4

8. Synchronous Speed: 1500 rpm

9. KVA input: 0.427

10. Full load Line Current: 0.65A

STATOR DETAILS

1. Connection: Wye

2. Phase Voltage: 220V

3. Flux per pole: 3.95 mwb

4. Turns per phase: 1000

5. No. of Slots: 24

6. Slots/pole: 6

7. Slots/Pole/Phase: 2

8. Coil Span: 4 Slots

9. Conductors per Slot: 250
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10. Conductor: bare diameter:= 0.316mm

Insulated diameter: = 0.367mm Area: 0.078mm2

II. Phase resistance: 57 ohms

12. Depth of Stator Core: 51mm

MAIN DIMENSION:

1. Stator Bore: (radius): 29.305mm

2. Gross Iron Length: L 51mm

ROTOR:

1. Length of air-gap: 0.155mm

2. Diameter of Rotor: 57.66mm

3. Type of winding: Squirrel Cage

4. Number of Slots: 30

5. Slots/Pole/Phase: 2.5

6. Conductors/slot: I

7. Rotor Bar Cross-section: 38.67mm2

8. End Ring cross-section: 57.2mm2
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Experimental Results
Table A.I: Table of experimental data for torque-speed curve of different rotor
geometry. Torque was measured as per instruction sheet of Lab-Volt Manual
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.,

Aluminum
Rotor

Torqu Speed
em f.p.m
N-M
0.015 1470
0.1 1450
0.2 1425
0.3 1400
0.4 1385
0.5 1360
0.6 1345
0.7 1320
0.8 1300
0.9 1275
1 1250
1.05 1230
1.12 1200
1.20 1180
1.30 1140
1.40 1100
1.55 1060
1.70 1000
2.00 900
2.38 630
2.35 480
2.25 350
1.55 0

. Rotor wi th 2 Rotor with 3 Rotor with 5 Rotor with 10
iron stri peach iron strip each iron strip each iron strip each

O.2mm 0.21010 O.2mm 0.21010
Torqu Speed Torque Speed Torqu Speed Torque Speed
cin f.p.rn inN-M f.p.m c in r.p.m in N-M r.p.m
N-M N-M
0.015 1455 0.02 .1430 0.01 1450 0.01 1430
0.12 1435 0.06 1410 006 1430 0.04 1410
0.23 1420 0.1 1380 0.08 1400 0.07 1400
0.33 1385 0.16 1360 0.12 1380 0.13 1360
0.42 1370 0.20 1340. 0.16 1360 0.17 1340
0.52 1345 0.25 1305 0.20 1325 0.23 1300
0.61 1330 0.30 1280 0.24 1290 0.27 1280
071 1305 0.35 1265 028 1240 0.33 1250
0.80 1285 0.41 1240 0.34 1210 0.40 1230
0.90 1245 0.52 1210 0.38 1175 0.44 1210
1 1225 0.59 1180 0.46 1120 0.50 1190
1.1 1200 0.65 1150 0.54 1060 0.55 1160
1.12 1185 0.73 1100 0.60 1000 0.63 1120
1.15 1165 0.86 1070 0.70 960 0.73 1060
1.30 1125 0.92 1030 1 810 0.80 960
1.45 1085 1.12 990 1.20 750 0.88 850
1.60 1045 1.2 960 1.61 600 1.05 500
1.75 985 1.25 930 1.82 550 1.1 400
2.25 800 1.35 900 2.35 350 1.25 200
2.35 600 1.45 870 2.05 0
2.30 450 1.85 740
2.2 300 2.3 500
1.78 0 2.25 400

2.2 300
1.95 0



Table A.2: Blocked Rotor current with different rotor configurations
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Aluminum Rotor with Two Rotor with Rotor with Five Rotor with Ten
Rotor fron Strips Three Iron Strips Iron Strips

Iron Strips
VI 11 V2 12 V3 13 V4 /4 V6 16(L-L) (Amo) L-L (Amo) L-L Amp L-L (Amo) L-L (Amp)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
60 0.25 60 0.23 100 0.35 100 0.25 100 0.20
110 0.45 100 0.35 125 0.41 125 0.33 125 0.28
120 0.50 140 0.47 150 0.46 150 0.38 150 0.33
150 0.60 160 0.58 175 0.52 175 0.45 175 0.40
160 0.65 180 0.62 ' 200 0.58 200 0.50 200 0.46
170 0.70 190 0.65 225 0.65 220 0.55 220 0.50
200 0.78 210 0.68 250 0.70 250 0.65 250 0.60
220 0.87 220 0.70 265 0.65

Table A.3: Table of Efficiency & power factor for Aluminum rotor (for stable
Region of motor)

Torque Speed Stator Input Efficiency Power
N-m rpm Current Power Factor

Per
Amoere phase

,015 1470 .53 40 15 .32
.10 1450 .54 43 15.4 .364
.20 1425 .54 49 23.7 .44
.30 1400 .55 52 28.4 .458
.40 1385 .555 60 32.3 .547
.50 1360 .56 64 35.5 .57
.60 1345 .56 7/ 39.7 .60
.70 1320 .58 77 42.5 .64
.80 1300 .60 81 43.7 .69
.90 1275 .62 88 45.9 .74
1.0 1250 .64 95 45.8 .77
1.1 1200 .66 103 46.1 .82
1.2 1180 68 109 45.1
1.3 1140 .72 118 44.7
1.4 1100 .75 129 41.9
155 1060 .76 135 40.5



Table A.4: Table of Efficiency & power factor for rotor with two iron strips
For stable region of motor

Torque Speed Stator Input Efficiency Power
N-m rpm Current Power Factor

Amoere Per ohase
.015 1455 .48 32 1.5 .32
.12 1435 .53 39 15.4 .364
.23 1420 .535 48 23.7 .44
.30 1385 .55 51 28.4 .458
.42 1370 .56 62 32.3 .547
.50 1345 .57 66 35.5 .57
.60 1330 .575 70 39.7 .60
.71 1305 .58 76 42.5 .64
.80 1285 .58 82 43.7 .69
.90 1245 .59 89 45.9 .74
1.0 1225 .60 94 45.8 .77
1.1 1200 .605 101 46.1 .82
1.12 1185 .605 110 45.1
1.15 1165 .61 120 44.7
1.3 1125 .61 131 41.9
1.45 1085 .62 144 40.5

Table A.5 Torque-Speed data for Single phase motor

T1 N1 T2 N2
N.m RPM N.m RPM
0.02 1460 0.02 1490
0.06 1445 0.08 1480
0.09 1440 0.15 1460
0.14 1430 0.20 1450
0.20 1410 0.27 1430
0.23 1400 0.37 1410
0.25 1390 0.47 1390
0.30 1370 0.56 1350
0.36 1350 0.66 1300
0.40 1335 0.74 1260
0.48 1315 0.80 1190
0.54 1290 0.84 II50
0.60 1260
0.65 1240
0.70 1210
0.75 1I 80
0.78 1100

TI, N1: Torque & Speed for the Standard Aluminum Rotor
T2, N2: Torque & Speed for Rotor with Two Iron Strips
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